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Preface
Tourism has a strong impact on the Maltese way of life, on
its culture and on its economy. The industry contributes
more than 24% of the country’s GDP. Tourism is likely to
remain a lynchpin in the labour market, which justifies the
National Tourism Policy to emphasise aiming for competitive
advantage. Occupying a high ground in the tourism market
requires the development of quality standards. Malta
Tourism Authority recognises this and has called for efficient
operations covering both the tangible as well as intangible
aspects of services offered by tourism service providers.
The development of quality standards relates to more
effective management of human resources through
sustainable HR practices, including the embrace of diversity
management methods because of trends in global tourism.
Such practices anticipate the change of the employment
profile of employees within the tourism industry and will
involve preparing the senior management and current
workers as well as potential employees through training,
education and public awareness. In short, a smart set of
human resource strategies must be seen as essentials for
the desired new position. A national human resources plan
would allow tourism establishments to build competencies to
recognise the diverse needs of the customer. These needs will
invariably relate to the customer’s culture, gender, race, age,
and stage of family life cycle. Appreciating and responding to
diversity is a fundamental challenge and a great opportunity
for Malta’s tourism industry.

There is growing recognition of the urgency to address the
issue of diversity and the competence of staff to work in
that reality. Evident during a 2010 conference where the
Parliamentary Secretary for Tourism, the Environment and
Culture at the time, Hon. Dr Mario de Marco, said,
In an industry such as tourism, the labour force and its
attitude to work forms a very important component of the
visitor experience. Ultimately, most of our visitors interact
with the front liners working in our industry, not with our
managers and directors. And it is this human interaction
that is as important as the destination’s physical offer when
it comes to influence tourists’ evaluation of their Malta visit.1
This manual is part of the strategic response to develop the
skills and build the needed competencies within the industry
to deal with diversity. The diversity management system
the manual espouses will assist tourism establishments in
making those strategic changes, which will ensure that they
keep competitive advantage. By implementing a diversity
management system, the sector will be able to attract and
retain employees from diverse backgrounds, as current trends
in the industry demand.
This is a tool to support the development of diversity
management training across the whole spectrum of tourism
establishments. Nevertheless, given the need for diversity
management to become a core competence throughout the
different sectors of the Maltese economy, the manual will be
useful for both public and private sectors within the economy,
that are becoming more and more dependent on the global
market. Firms and industries that have moved towards
diversity management have already begun to reap the reward
of that prudent move. The Malta Tourism Authority sees this
turn to diversity management training as an opportunity not
to be missed.

1

02-09-2010 Introductory speech during Conference organised by
GWU entitled “Social Dialogue for a Responsible Management of
Seasonal Migration in period of Economic Crisis in the Tourism
Sector”
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Introduction
0.1 Diversity in HR Management
During recent decades European businesses have experienced
greater participation of women, minorities, migrants, older
people and different nationalities in the workforce. Gradually a
changing composition of the workforce, including the highest
management levels, is becoming apparent. The emergence
of these groups of customers and clients has presented new
challenges to organisations. Increasing diversification of
consumer needs requires more creative retention strategies
and product innovation. Processes, products and services must
be customised to meet these specific needs. This is a call to
re-think management and to begin to perceive differences in a
positive way.
In an increasingly competitive global economy, managers at
all levels are looking for practices, procedures and policies to
gain a competitive advantage. One area of focus is the more
effective management and use of human resource. Human
resource management has evolved from a traditional role
of just handling employee welfare and compensation to the
current, major functions of recruiting, planning, training and
development. In many countries, not least in the European
Union, companies are seeking to become more innovative
because of the impact of regionalisation of local companies
and the international economic forces. The tight labour market,
a better educated workforce, the changing age profile of
workforce and the better quality of work life are just some
factors.2 These factors present new challenges and few would
dispute that companies which can overcome them and
harness the human resources to their fullest potential will keep
a competitive edge over competition. This is the context in
which we must consider diversity management. It is a smart
move in the field of human resources management, designed
to insert the acceptance of differences among workers and
clients as a core value and an asset for the advancement of the
organisation.
If we were writing this manual 25 years ago we would have
been speaking of equal opportunities because the term
diversity was not yet in general use in workplace conversation.
The term diversity seems to have entered public discourse after
the 1987 publication of Workforce 2000: Work and Workers for
the 21st Century, which predicted the demographic changes in
2

Kostas E. Sillignakis, “Managing diversity in the workforce of
international tourism enterprises: Strategies to manage employees’
diversity and challenges associated with the implementation of
those strategies”, www.sillignakis.com, 31.12.2012

the USA labour Market.3 Prior to the emergence of diversity
and diversity management, which focuses on the business
case approach for dealing with cultural and other diversities
among staff in the workplace, human resource management
had a more social justice emphasis. Diversity management
and related concepts, for example ‘valuing diversity’ and
‘celebrating diversity’, have replaced terms like ‘promoting
quality’ and ‘fighting racism’, which never sat comfortably in
the world of business. Corporate executives found diversity
much easier to sell because it did not focus on any particular
social group. These executives were evidencing the view that
in the corporate world, good productive return on input really
mattered.
Today, the term diversity is used globally across all kinds of
business from law to tourism and in a whole range of public
sector and educational bodies. Increasingly, it functions as a
marketing device and as an organisational brand. However,
different disciplines and businesses have different aims in using
the term. For example, in the USA, educational institutions
may use the term to suggest that they are aiming to certify
that minority groups have access to their programmes. In
Continental Europe, diversity management may refer to
issues relating to ethnicity, gender, and other kinds of
personal differences. In Ireland, diversity is captured under
the Equalities Act 2004, which when promulgated amended
previous acts dealing with employment, but now prohibits
discrimination in the workplace and elsewhere on nine
specific grounds: family, gender, disability, marital status, age,
‘race’, religion, sexual orientation and being a member of the
Traveller Community.4 In the UK, diversity may refer primarily
to classes of workers and different social groups. The influence
of the UK Race Relations Act 2000, as a legislative response
to the murder of the black teenager, Stephen Laurence, has
weighted the term diversity to refer particularly to the need to
challenge institutional racism. The variety of ways in which the
term Diversity Management may be used, therefore, makes it
necessary for us to be clear about what we mean, especially
when our attention is on a specific business sector like tourism.
In this manual, we will define Diversity Management and
specify what its relevance for the tourism sector is.

3

Caroline Gatrell and Elain Swan, Gender and Diversity Management:
A Concise Introduction, Los Angeles and London: Sage, 2008, 46.

4

The Traveller Community is a traditional Irish nomadic ethnic
group, which like the Roma, have been the subject of extensive
discrimination in Ireland.
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0.2 The Purpose and Use of the Manual

Unit 1: Understanding Diversity Management

The manual is designed to provide:
(1) Information to aid development in understanding the
meaning of diversity management;
(2) Information about the skills and competences critical for
diversity management;
(3) Guidance for organisations on how to approach policies
and strategies to address diversity management;
(4) Guidance on how organisations might prepare the
implementation of diversity policies and strategies;
(5) Guidance for managers on how to develop and deliver
diversity training in their organisation, and
(6) Information about resources that trainers can use to
develop further diversity awareness training.

This unit explains the concepts of diversity and diversity
management. The key observation is that organisations that
do well in diversity management do not treat diversity as an
optional issue or as an add-on, but see it as a value or part of
their principal philosophy.

Consequently, the sections of the manual are organised to
correlate to these aims. The chief objective is to provide
managers within the tourism sector, or any other organisation
having a diverse workforce or diverse clientele, with a smart
resource that would enable them to do the following:
(a) Audit and assess their own organisation to determine
the most suitable approach to diversity training;
(b) Develop and implement relevant training programmes;
(c) Monitor progress and strategy implementation;
(d) Evaluate the effectiveness of the diversity training inputs.
The manual is designed to be used by managers, particularly
human resource managers, as a help to introduce diversity
awareness and diversity management into their workplace.
It provides information on diversity management practices
and their implementation, as well as providing various
stakeholders with the latest international good practices in
diversity management. The content of the manual is based
on the assumption that the managers have been trained
and oriented to the principles of diversity and diversity
management. It is designed in a way to enable managers to
lead in the implementation of diversity policies and practices
in their own organisation. At the same time the manual
targets the Maltese tourism sector, not only as model of how
diversity management can be implemented, but also to take
advantage of emerging opportunities for that sector.

Unit 2: The Need for Strategic Initiatives
In this unit we provide the rationale for developing strategic
diversity initiatives in the tourism sector. The unit is built on the
assumption that organisations must move towards diversity
competence when operating in a diverse marketplace. In a
manner analogous to the acquisition of competence in the
use of technology, organisations must move from diversity
blindness, where diversity is seen as a problem to be fixed, to
diversity competence where diversity is accepted as a company
asset to be used to enhance the productivity of the organisation.

Unit 3: Developing Diversity Policies and Practices
Here we offer some guidelines on how to approach the
development of policies and strategies. It focuses attention
on recruitment, training and mentoring as core areas in which
organisational changes must become evident to reflect a
diversity-friendly set of policies and strategies.

Unit 4: Conducting A Diversity Audit
In Unit 4, we provide a list of the steps that organisations must
take in order to complete a diversity audit. In this section
we also provide a model of what a diversity audit entails.
The MOSAIC model challenges the organisation not only to
identify the areas which must be addressed in the audit, but
also gives an idea of the scope and the kind of questions to be
answered for each area of audit.

Unit 5: Designing and Delivering Diversity Training
The design and delivery of training is a critical part of the
mechanism for change in the organisation. Unit 5 provides
help for the design, delivery and assessment of training, and
gives guidance on how to determine the outcomes of the
training that an organisation will need.

Unit 6: Diversity Training - Cultural Awareness
In this unit we provide samples of content that might be
used in cultural awareness training. We offer insights from
professional leaders in the area and explore issues like
perception, prejudice and intercultural communication.
Very often cultural training is the starting point of diversity
awareness and functions as a kind of prism through which
other aspects of diversity awareness might be addressed.

Case Studies and Additional Resources
Each of the five units includes a case study relevant to the
focus of the unit, as an example of good practice in the
corporate world. The list includes cases from the tourism
sector. Additional resources with sample policies and further
reading conclude the manual.

12
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Unit I: Understanding
Diversity Management
1.1

Diversity and Diversity Management

When we speak of ‘diversity management’ we are obviously
referring to the issue of diversity, but it is important to keep in
mind that this is also about a style of management. The main
issue that diversity management addresses is how a company
can actively and strategically deal with diversity. To be more
concrete, diversity management deals with activities that
need to be set in motion in order to effectively implement
strategies that integrate diversity as an asset to the company’s
identity. The strategic thinking around the idea of diversity
management may be illustrated with the following story:

The Elephant and the Giraffe
In a small suburban community, a giraffe had a new home
built to his family’s specifications. It was a wonderful house for
giraffes, with soaring ceilings and tall doorways. High windows
ensured maximum light and good views while protecting the
family’s privacy. Narrow hallways saved valuable space without
compromising convenience. So well done was the house
that it won the National Giraffe Home of the Year Award. The
home’s owners were very proud. One day the giraffe, working
in his state-of-the-art wood shop in the basement, happened
to look out of the window. Coming down the street was an
elephant. “I know him,” he thought. “We worked together on
the same committee. He’s an excellent woodworker, too. I
think I’ll ask him in to see my new shop. Maybe we can even
work on some projects.” So the giraffe poked his head out the
window and invited the elephant in.
The elephant was delighted; he had liked working with the
giraffe and looked forward to knowing him better. Besides,
he knew about the wood shop and wanted to see it. So he
walked up to the basement door and waited for it to open.
“Come in; come in,” the giraffe said. But immediately they
encountered a problem. While the elephant could get his
head in through the door, he could go no further. “It’s a good
thing we made this door expandable to accommodate my
wood shop equipment,” the giraffe said. “Give me a minute
while I take care of our problem.” He removed some bolts and
panels to let the elephant in. The two acquaintances were
happily exchanging woodworking stories when the giraffe’s
wife leaned her head down the basement stairs and called her
husband: “Telephone, dear; it’s your boss.” “I’d better take that
upstairs in the den,” the giraffe told the elephant. “Please make
yourself at home; this may take a while.”
The elephant looked around, saw a half-finished piece of work
on the lathe table in the far corner, and decided to explore

it further. As he moved through the doorway that led to the
shop, he heard an ominous scrunch. He backed out, scratching
his head. “Maybe I’ll join the giraffe upstairs,” he thought. But
as he started up the stairs, he heard stairs begin to crack. He
jumped off and fell back against the wall. It too began to
crumble. As he sat there dishevelled and dismayed, the giraffe
came down the stairs. “What on earth is happening here?” the
giraffe asked in amazement. “I was trying to make myself at
home,” the elephant said.
The giraffe looked around. “Okay, I see the problem. The
doorway is too narrow. We’ll have to make you smaller. There’s
an aerobics studio near here. If you’d take some classes there,
we could get you down to size.” “Maybe,” the elephant said, not
looking very convinced. “And the stairs are too weak to carry
your weight,” the giraffe continued. “If you took a ballet class
at night, I’m sure we could get you light on your feet. I really
hope you’ll do it. I like having you here.” “Perhaps,” the elephant
said. “But to tell you the truth, I’m not sure a house designed
for a giraffe will ever really work for an elephant - not unless
there are some major changes.”5
Using the analogy of the story, diversity management is
about facilitating differences as an asset, and not treating it
as a problem. First, the company as a house needs to know
whether and why it needs an elephant. Second, the company
needs to examine its house in terms of accommodation. In
other words, in order to accommodate certain differences,
the company has to respect, acknowledge them and respond
appropriately. Third, the integration of the elephant will
inevitably be accompanied by tensions, which should be
accepted and resolved in a positive way. Fourth, the whole
house may have to change somehow; otherwise, the elephant
will not feel this place is for him. And finally, if the company
succeeds, it will attract more species and more individuals
from the same species of animals! A key observation, then,
is that a house made for a giraffe will not work well for an
elephant without major changes. The giraffe was clear about
who would live in the house but didn’t anticipate having to
accommodate others. This story demonstrates the dilemma
faced by many companies. If they do not reckon with the
changing character of the animals that may wish to use their
house, they will confine themselves to serving one kind of
animal, and attempting to serve others without making
5

Taken from R. Roosevelt Thomas, (1999) Building a House for
Diversity. New York, et.al., American Management Association, pp.
3-5.
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changes will make the other animals (clients and workers) feel
very uncomfortable.

Primary and Secondary
Dimensions of Diversity

In the context of businesses like the hotel industry, diversity
refers not only to grounds of discrimination that are covered
in law, but also to a whole range of other factors that workers
bring to the workplace. In the context of managing employees
and serving customers, the term ‘diversity’ refers also to the
significant differences between people, including perceptions
of differences, which need to be considered in particular
situations and circumstances. Often, the most significant
differences are the least obvious, such as our thinking styles or
beliefs and values. There are multiple dimensions of diversity
which may be more or less significant in different business
functions and relationships. These6 include:
t Culture
t Gender
t Age
t Ethnicity
t Regional culture
t Sexual orientation
t Mental and physical abilities
t Education
t Religion
t Language
t Literacy
t Work experience
t Functional role and status
t Economic status
t Family status
t Geographic location
t Work style
t Communication style
t Learning style
t Thinking style
t Management style
t Personality
t Ideology
t Profession
t Industry and Organisational Culture
Managing diversity means establishing a mixed workforce
to perform to its potential in a work environment which is
not dominated by one group. Managing diversity includes
a process of creating and maintaining an environment that
naturally allows all individuals to reach their full potential in
pursuit of organisational objectives. It emphasises building
specific skills, creating policies and drafting practices that

6

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t and rct=j and q=
and esrc=s and source=web and cd=1 and sqi=2 and
ved=0CC8QFjAA and url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.
nationalserviceresources.org%2Ffilemanager%2Fdownload%
2F06_MultiState_Conf%2FB6Diversity_0001.ppt and ei=9__
vULXhMJG0hAeI8YCYDQ and usg=AFQjCNFmyKdaEKgLSDq
eRKZc1FFr1dJNIQ and bvm=bv.1357700187,d.ZG4, accessed,
11.01.2013
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Primary dimensions are elements we have some power
to change. People are less sensitive about secondary
dimensions. We also have the choice of whether to
disclose this information of not; we can conceal these
characteristcs.
Secondary dimensions are aspects of ourselves that
we cannot change. They are things people know about
us before we even open our mouths, because they are
physically visible (except sexual orientation). When
people feel they are being stereotyped based on primary
dimension, they can be very sensitive about it.

Primary Dimensions of Diversity
Work
Background
Income
Sexual
Orientation
Parental
Status

Geographic
Location

Culture

Race/
Ethnicity

Gender

Age

Education

Physical
Qualities

Marital
Status

Military
Experience

Religious
Beliefs

Secondary Dimensions of Diversity

get the best from every employee. It aims for effectiveness,
productivity and ultimately competitive advantage. Through
effective integration of diversity management principles
in the key human resource functions of recruitment and
selection, training and development, performance appraisal
and remuneration, an organisation can effectively manage
workforce diversity.7
The industries that have had a competitive advantage over
other industries have managed to maintain this edge by
implementing and updating a set of tools to make sure
that the industry does not lag behind. Through diversity
management, the tourism industry can attain and maintain its
7

Kostas E. Sillignakis – www.sillignakis.com, 31.12.2012
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competitiveness and enhance the employability of its workers.
Diversity awareness as a value within the organisation then
is not simply about the protection of groups that have been
harmed by tradition or historical prejudices and practices.
It is more about recognising, valuing and harnessing the
differences that exist within the employment pool. It is more
about affirming diversity as an asset, and not about treating
differences as a problem to be solved. Firms with this level of
awareness have begun to introduce targeted programmes
of training, which would range from providing information,
through the raising of consciousness, to experiential and
skills-based programmes. It is broadly recognised though,
that targeting workers for raising consciousness to promote
acceptance and respect of differences is not sufficient to bring
about a cultural change, especially within a large organisation.
For this reason, the focus on diversity today is for a more
systematic approach, recognising that complex organisations,
especially those with long histories, have deep rooted and
complex infrastructure that will not change by massaging
the periphery but require intentional, internal, and sustained
processes that arise within the mission imperatives of the
organisation.
I’m not sure a house designed for a giraffe will ever
really work for an elephant, not unless there are
some major changes.

Diversity Management is the active and conscious
development of a value driven strategic,
communicative and managerial process of valuing,
accepting and engaging differences as an asset to
an organisation, a process which creates added
value and gives the company a competitive edge.

1.2

Diversity Management as an Organisational
Value

Tourism organisations can be motivated to incorporate
diversity management practices that will enable them to
employ and retain the best talent whilst attracting business
from various cultural diversity groups. Diversity management
is based on the idea that a holistic approach is necessary to
embed diversity within the infrastructure of the organisation.
The starting point for this might be the development of the
mission statement of the organisation. A good example of
this is Fannie Mae’s Corporate Philosophy on Diversity, which
we have included in the additional resources in this manual.
According to that corporate philosophy, Fannie Mae affirms:

Our Commitment
Fannie Mae is committed to diversity and inclusion within
our people, our culture, and our business. We strive to create
an environment where employees – our greatest resource
– can fully engage and contribute their diverse ideas

and perspectives toward innovative solutions that meet
company goals and create value for the housing market.

Our People
We work to attract diverse talent, understanding that each
employee brings unique and valuable skills, perspectives,
and experiences to Fannie Mae. We also work to develop
all of our employees in ways that give each individual
the opportunity to succeed, contribute to the company,
and serve the needs of our customers, partners, and
communities.
If such a statement is to be more than just an illusion, it must
have had senior managers as key players, must allow for
all levels of the organisation to buy into it and must have
some clear programme to give indication of this orientation.
Robert Golembiewski8 has listed a number of features that
characterise organisations which have a commitment to
diversity:
t Strong and continuing support from top leadership, ensuring
that the managerial muscle is put behind diversity;
t A concern for the fit of the existing organisation culture with
diversity goals;
t A conviction that diversity management is related to the
bottom-line performance and organisational survival;
t Progressive integration of diversity management with overall
managerial performance;
t Affirmation that diversity management is a “must do” and not
merely a “may do”;
t Searching for career pathways for upwards mobility to serve
the purposes of diversity at all levels.

1.3

Managing Unavoidable Differences

Responding to the challenges and opportunity of diversity
calls for a human resource plan that includes a number
of different strategies to enhance diversity and promote
the productivity and effectiveness. The plan must balance
existing skills and competencies in the workforce with the
demands of the marketplace. In that scenario, the extension
of the workforce boundaries to include the nationals of other
countries must be considered. Research supports the view
that organisations which plan for the anticipated changes in
the workforce and accept cultural diversity management as
a progressive technique will benefit from better employee
retention, increased productivity, experience less absenteeism
and better morale, and hold an expanded marketplace and
improved customer service.9
Although the challenges posed by a diverse workforce have
excited researches, they have received less than enthusiastic
reactions from some practitioners who simply go on operating
8
9

Robert Golembiewski, Managing Diversity in Organisations,
Tuscaloosa, Alabama Press, 1995,47.
Kostas, www.sillignakis.com, 31.12.2012.
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as if the workforce was still homogenous. Others who are
aware of the importance of diversity are at the same time
unaware of how they might make the most of it. Leading
multi-national firms, like Xerox, Colgate-Palmolive and others,
have been successful in dealing proactively with their diverse
workforce. This means that they set in place mechanisms and
schemes to ensure the effective implementation of diversity
management practices. In this regard we have included
Xerox as a case study because it models what it means for an
organisation to build on diversity as a core value.
While individuals are similar in their retention of their own
sense of values and ethics, diversity management encourages
people to recognise that people are also different. Rather
than being intimidated or prejudiced by those differences,
employees are encouraged to accept the fact that there
are diverse interests, diverse values, and diverse physical
and emotional characteristics present within the work
environment. Furthermore, the diversity present in the
workplace does not have to hamper productivity or create
conflict. Instead, the diversity may function as a helpful
attribute that promotes the attainment of the goals and
objectives of the tourism establishment.

17

One of the key principles of diversity management then,
is that it takes the organisation as a whole as the focus for
analysis. Diversity management is about harnessing the
unavoidable differences that workers bring with them into the
workplace. We say unavoidable because these differences are
part and parcel of individual peculiarities. The presumption
is that recognising and creating a symbiosis of these
peculiarities will bring material benefit to the firm in terms
of profit and creativity. The flip side to this is that failure to
recognise and create a framework for the creative use of these
differences will result in a boring, underperforming and monocultural workforce, which is out of sync with an irretrievable
plural marketplace in which goods and services are being sold.
Diversity management is about harnessing the
unavoidable differences that workers bring with
them into the workplace.

Diversity management presumes that recognising,
valuing and creating a symbiosis of differences will
bring material benefit to the firm in terms of profit,
creativity, growth and sustainability.

18
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Case Study 1 - Adecco10

10 Marion Keil, et al., Training Manual for Diversity Management, 2007, 30. This publication has been commissioned by the European Commission
under the framework of the European Community Action Programme to combat discrimination (2001-2006).
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Unit 2: The Need for
Strategic Diversity Initiatives
2.1

The Business Case for Diversity Management

In the lead up to the emergence of diversity management,
there were managers who resisted terms like equality and
equal opportunity because to their business mind these
notions conjured up the idea of additional cost, which they
felt should be avoided. However, the experience, case studies
and literature building up around the ideas of diversity
management is proving to be a more useful business strategy
because it sees diversity as an investment rather than as a
cost. In focusing on the particular things that the individual
brings, and by creating the atmosphere for these things to be
treated as creative investment into the company, the prospect
for discrimination and the undervaluing of potentials are
minimised. Not only would optimising talents from minorities
serve to focus the minds of managers on diversity but also
that a workforce with more view points and life experiences
would be more creative, more productive and more able to
respond to the needs of a diverse clientele. Discrimination
came to be seen as inefficient and short-sighted because
it became evident that as society became more diverse,
corporations that were not positioned to optimise the diverse
talents would lose out. Cultivating an atmosphere that accepts
differences among people of various racial, ethnic and cultural
backgrounds generate creativity, innovation and energy in
the workforce. It is now much more likely that businesses
will justify their attention to diversity management in terms
of the benefits it contributes and any costs associated with
facilitating organisation change will be seen in terms of
investment, which is analogous to the cost of expanding the
business.

based on the view that virtually all areas of performance
were affected by diversity: (a) recruiting and retaining a
diverse workforce, (b) identifying and satisfying needs of
diverse customers, (c) forming and fostering productive work
relations.
Changes in the wider society and in labour and product
markets are often accompanied by increasing diversity,
requiring companies to adapt. To achieve sustainable growth,
it is imperative for businesses to become skilled at managing
and harnessing the full potential that diversity can offer. In
considering the business case for diversity, it appears that
different organisations project the benefits of diversity policies
and approaches in various ways. From observations within
the EU, however, companies tend to see improvements in
terms of the following:

(a)

Cultural change within the organisation

For many companies, strategies to raise awareness and
understanding about diversity issues and policies are a
fundamental part of the process of implementing equality
initiatives. Efforts therefore tend to focus on achieving lasting
cultural change, in line with the importance they increasingly
place on shared corporate values and philosophy. In
promoting organisational environments that respect diversity,
businesses were very aware of the need to achieve active
employee support for their equality initiatives. The European
Business Test Panel survey highlighted discriminatory
attitudes and behaviours in the workplace as a key obstacle to
promoting diversity approaches and practices.12

However, the turn to the business case for diversity
management was founded on the fact that with the
introduction of penalties under the equal opportunity regime,
government, for example in the United States of America,
had placed a price on discrimination. As a result, what was
presented originally as social issue had been converted
into an economic one and so had to be managed as any
other business problem. By the 1990’s the moral and social
arguments for diversity management had been replaced by
tough business responses. Harvard business school professor
R. Roosevelt Thomas argued that diversity management was
here to stay because there was a serious business rationale
for it.11 By it managers were equipped to manage a diverse
workforce and develop and market products for a customer
base that was becoming more diverse. This claim was itself

By improving communication and information-sharing
channels across companies, some have found that
initiatives to implement and embed diversity policy and
practices have a wider knock-on effect and cultural impact.
Improved communication capabilities in turn enhance the
ability to foster shared cultural norms and values across
companies and groups of companies. One of the pioneers of
comprehensive change management in the face of diversity
is Royal Dutch Shell, which has a three-level diversity and
inclusion management programme to facilitate its change
process. The programme focuses on systematic change,
and is underpinned by a belief that change must occur
simultaneously at personal, interpersonal and organisational
levels.

11 Frank Dobbin, Inventing Equal Opportunity, 157.

12 Training Manual for Diversity Management, 7.
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Diversity and inclusion practices are credited with having
a beneficial impact on improving managerial styles, skills
and performance in areas such as communication, people
management, goal setting and planning. Therefore,
communication programmes and awareness raising
campaigns aimed at staff and customers accompany many
initiatives. Increasingly companies also conduct annual
employee attitude surveys that seek to access the views and
opinions of staff on quality and diversity issues, as well as
to measure changes in staff perceptions/satisfaction with
company policies and practices. The desire to raise awareness
is evident in the titles and slogans of the diversity programmes
in many companies. Examples include: ‘Everyone is Welcome
at Tesco’, ‘Open Minds, Open Markets’ (UBS), ‘Getting Older,
Thinking Younger’ (Pfizer Deutschland), and ‘Success Through
Inclusion’ (Barclays PLC). Diversity policies that contribute
to the creation of environments that promote respect and
inclusiveness are seen by many companies as essential to
business success.

(b)

The workforce diversity and cultural mix

A highly skilled, innovative and diverse workforce is important
for business success, therefore resolving labour shortages
and recruiting and retaining high quality staff from diverse
backgrounds are key reasons for companies to implement
diversity policies. In the survey carried out by the European
Business Test Plan, more than 40% of the companies surveyed
cited workforce diversity as a primary business benefit.13
Respondents highlighted the fact that increasing access to a
wider labour pool and developing the ability to attract and
retain high quality employees from diverse backgrounds is
one of the most important reasons for companies to adopt
diversity policies and practices. Some companies also suggest
that increasing their recruitment efforts to target particular
communities has resulted in an improved standing within
those communities at a much wider level.
To achieve such changes in their staffing profiles, companies
undertake a wide range of initiatives. These include specially
targeted advertising and partnerships with specific agencies
to enhance their recruitment efforts. In some companies,
person specifications have been changed to try to actively
welcome and attract people from a wider range of cultural
backgrounds. This is expressed, for instance, in requiring
applicants to have an open outlook, the ability to speak more
than one language, cross cultural experience, ecological
sensitivity as well as commitment to equal opportunities,
among others.
Companies in sectors facing labour shortages sometimes sign
trade agreements with foreign and local labour departments
to hire and train specific numbers of workers from abroad.

13 Training Manual for Diversity Management, 10.
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For example, Grupo Vips14, one of the multi-brand and
multi-format groups leading the restaurant and retail sector
in Spain, has such arrangements with countries including
Romania, Bulgaria, Morocco, Ecuador, Columbia and the
Dominican Republic. The recruitment efforts are preceded by
preparatory training for potential employees, often done in
their countries of origin, and which includes teaching Spanish.
The fact that the workers are coming from weaker economies
leads to the fear that this kind of recruitment opens the door
to exploitation. Cases of this with agricultural workers have
been the subject of investigation by the Equality Authority in
Ireland. However, the company stresses that once recruited,
these foreign workers are guaranteed equal opportunities in
all aspects of their employment and further development.
Multinational companies in particular also see it as strategic
advantage to be able to attract and retain a diverse and
culturally competent workforce across national, linguistic and
cultural boundaries. They are seeking to recruit employees
representing local communities and country contexts at all
levels of operations and management.

(c)

Enhancement of market opportunities

Diversity strategies are also seen to enhance market-related
benefits and aim to achieve better market segmentation and
improved customer satisfaction. They also aim for an increase
in repeat business and referrals to potential new customers
through existing satisfied clients and customers. Companies
committed to diversity see opportunities for expansion of
their products and services in areas like targeted marketing
and product development. They aim to increase revenue by
catering for new market segments and traditionally excluded
groups. Targeted marketing and new product development
also enable more people to access existing products and
services. For socially progressive companies, such initiatives
are not driven solely by the desire to increase revenue, but
also represent a commitment to tackling social exclusion and
disadvantage faced by particular groups. They also contribute
to enhancing the company’s image and making themselves
more attractive to society in general.
Diversity programmes can bring in customers or help a
business do a better job of keeping current customers. Such
14 Grupo Vips is made up of restaurants, cafés and stores. The
company manages a total of 14 trademarks which include six
well-known chains that it either owns or runs under franchise
agreements: VIPS (café-restaurant and store), GINOS, The
Wok, T.G.I. Friday’s, H3 and Starbucks Coffee in Spain and
Portugal. The Group has eight luxury restaurants including
the famous El Bodegón, Teatriz, Iroco, Manzoni and Bice. The
company boasts more than 325 locations serving more than
150,000 customers daily. It runs a pioneer and leading loyalty
programme in the restaurant sector, Club Vips, with more
than 2,200,000 members throughout Spain. Headquartered in
Madrid, Grupo Vips is a private equity company founded in 1969.
Goldman Sachs Capital Partners acquired 30% of the company
in 2006. Grupo Vips employs 9,500 people and closed fiscal year
2011 with 387 million euro in turnover. More information at: www.
grupovips.com, accessed 10/03/2013.
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programmes draw in a more diverse group of customers,
since employees are better prepared to work through the
differences. Organisations can also prepare for customers
from various cultures by adopting trends to diversity at the
workplace. They could learn new ideas from the collective
knowledge from their employees with different experiences
all over the world and different backgrounds. These new ideas
and adaptability to cultural trends would draw in business
from diverse groups as well. The Boca Raton Resort is an
example of this. The company has a strong and well‐known
diversity programme and has gained increased praise, as well
as profits from minority conventions. Though it spent about
$100,000 over four years on their diversity programme, it
generated about $400,000 in net income on minority group
meeting bookings.15

(d)

Recognition and image

The increasing complexity in the company’s environment in
terms of diversity of the stakeholders, customers, suppliers,
colleagues, and shareholders and the changing political
and economical context requires conscious steps to actively
manage this diversity. Companies seeking to represent
themselves as diversity-friendly recognise the importance
of corporate image and reputation, undertake a wide range
of activities and initiatives that help raise their external
standing in society, and contribute to an understanding
of the principles and values they wish to project. Activities
include developing partnerships and links with academic
and research institutions, participating in research studies
and benchmarking exercises, entering for equality and
diversity recognition awards, philanthropic giving to tackle
social exclusion, supporting access to education and training
opportunities, sports development activities, presence/
sponsorship of community festivals and financial support to
NGOs and the charitable sector.
Good practice companies also seek external validation of
their diversity efforts, using diversity awards as an important
form of external recognition. They are often keen to enter
their companies for a broad spectrum of these awards, and
to measure their progress against the various standards
and levels of performance set by them. Many good practice
companies also stress the importance of participating in
external networks and forums, and for their senior leaders to
speak externally at conferences, employer networks, to the
media and to other platforms concerned with equality and
diversity.
Marriot even applied the principle of diversity to its suppliers
and in 1997 became the first hospitality company to establish
a supplier diversity programme. Thirteen years later in 2010,
Marriott has sustained its innovative supplier diversity

15 Jonathon Day and Susan Gorden, eds., Diversity in Tourism and
Hospitality, Purdue Tourism and Hospitality Research Centre, 2011,
7.

programme by being ranked in the top ten corporations in
the world for supplier diversity. To reach this achievement,
the company identifies and uses diverse suppliers locally,
regionally, nationally and internationally. Today, Marriott
has partnered with over 5,000 diverse suppliers around the
globe. Marriott has nearly doubled its spending with diverse
suppliers in the last five years. In 2009, Marriott spent more
than $400 million with diverse suppliers and it is always
searching for qualified businesses to work with.16
A highly skilled, innovative and diverse workforce
is important for business success. ... In the survey
by the European Business Test Plan, more than
40% of all the companies surveyed gave workforce
diversity as a primary business benefit.

2.2

Diversity Management in the Tourism Industry

Economic development gave rise to two main dimensions of
cultural differentiation: one was the rise of the working class
and the other was the rise of the service sector. The United
States of America became the world’s first society to have
a majority of its labour force in the service sector. This was
followed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) countries in the next few decades.
This rise in the significance of the service sector, it is argued,
is the result of cross-cultural differentiation. The percentage
employed in the service sector has a major impact on survival
and self-expression values. The tourism industry is one of
the key service industries in the world and by its very nature
one that, of necessity, must come to terms with diversity
management. In tourism, diversity management is of critical
importance because its raw material, so to speak, involves
demographic and cultural differences.
Like societies and workforce, customer bases are becoming
more and more diverse in today’s competitive business
environment, therefore tourism businesses are paying serious
attention to global competitiveness, productivity, quality
and service components. Tourism assumes interaction and
communication between cultures and diverse cohorts within
each culture. On account of this, managing diversity is seen
as an internal issue about developing competence and skills
to respond to diversity. It is also seen as a market issue that
is of strategic importance in the widest possible economic
sense. Diversity management provides a tourism organisation
with competitive advantage, arising from awareness of how
diversity affects organisational behaviour, customer service
employee attitude, as well as client-base and client retention.
Some businesses rate very highly the correlation between a
diverse workforce and diverse customer base, arguing that
the growth of both go hand in hand. The more favourable the
image of the destination, the more likelihood the choice is
expected to be. Tourism businesses, with an eye on attracting
16 Day and Gordon, 11.
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diverse clients, must therefore carefully analyse how their
products and services will be viewed and used. Competitive
advantage in today’s diverse markets means that tourism
businesses must acquire and practice cross-cultural sensitivity
skills. The growth in cultural products is instrumental in
enhancing the image of destinations. It will certainly be a
significant added value when the service correlates to the
products, which is the twin benefit that diversity management
seeks to accomplish. The ability of tourism businesses
to market their offerings effectively in diverse markets is
dependent upon how effectively the businesses utilise its
diversity capabilities. More importantly, employees who mirror
the customers can understand customers and offer potential
new markets.
Empirical research has indicated a number of areas in which
there are advantages for firms that make the move to insert
diversity management as a core issue into the organisation.17
These areas are as follows:
a.

Creativity and Problem-Solving: organisations that
have honed the art of diversity management bring
broader perspectives and a mixture of experiences to
problem-solving and innovation. These organisations
are more opened to individuals who are not tied to
traditional thinking and are therefore more adept at
thinking outside the box.

b.

Flexibility: companies with diversity management
knowledge and skills will have a greater ability to respond
to a changing environment and will be more efficient in
responding to turbulence in their business environment.

c.
i.
ii.
iii.

Attractiveness:
To potential and actual employees as failure to manage
diversity will be a major disincentive.
To actual and prospective customers and clients who are
becoming more diverse at all times.
To managers and executives as the ability to manage
diverse teams figures more and more in performance
appraisal.

d.

Legal: Firms that manage diversity save themselves high
litigation costs and the adverse press attention over
treatment of workers.

e.

Costs: Firms putting diversity management as a core
value will not only save time but will save costs associated
with production, as communication is better and staff is
motivated to a higher level.

f.

Conflict: Conflicts are greater where managing
diversity is not an interest, knowledge or skill within the
organisation.

17 Golembiewski, Managing Diversity In Organisations, 47
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Successful diversity management, especially as it relates
to cultural diversity, can only occur when principles of
multiculturalism and the value of embracing diverse views
are accepted not just at corporate policy level but as a
core value in the organisation. When survival is uncertain,
cultural diversity seems threatening, as outsiders are seen
as dangerous and a threat to sustenance. In the same way,
local and foreign minorities tend to be rejected in societies
where survival is less certain. For the tourism sector, diversity
management means creating and maintaining an atmosphere
where differences are not seen as a threat but as a value
to making a positive impact on the production and sale of
goods and services. In today’s environment it is a way to
help businesses adapt to and capitalise on the increasingly
complex markets.

2.3

Managing a Diverse Workforce

Faced with a diverse team of workers, the senior manager
will retain a strategic focus on aligning diversity actions
with an overall long term plan. In dealing with this focus
the manager might proceed in one of two directions. First,
the manager might consider that all employees should
conform to the values of the majority dominant group;
this is called assimilation. Alternatively, the manager might
play a significant role in helping to mitigate culture shock
by accepting and working with the difference. Learning to
accept and live with differences is an important step towards
developing diversity competence.
Assimilation will intensify and formalise the sense of fitting in
through recruitment, induction and orientation. The result
of this is that workers regard the organisation as a crushing
weight to be resisted while the manager feels as if he is
hauling a weight up a hill. The assimilative approach sees
differences as unnecessary aberrations that need to be fixed.
The new worker is seen as having a problem for which the
cure is to fit in with the existing culture. Failure to assimilate
is seen as a deficit in skill and competence. The force of the
expectation to assimilate contributes significantly to what
is called culture shock. Stages of Culture Shock follow a U
curve: (a) the first stage is sense of euphoria and optimism,
a honeymoon period implying an initial positive stage;
(b) the second stage is a downward plunge into a state of
confusion and frustration. This is caused by the fact that the
usual ways of behaving disappoint or produce unexpected
negative results; (c) The third stage is a period of adjustment
and recovery. Here individuals fall in love with new culture
and sometimes even reject their original (going native). It is
probably expected that most people will experience cultural
surprise when interacting with other cultures while others will
experience culture shock.
Expatriates who are not prepared to confront the challenges
of culture shock may find it difficult to make socio-cultural
or psychological adjustment. Socio-cultural refers to an
individual ability to integrate into the new culture and the
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way the worker deals with everyday situations. Psychological
adjustment refers to the subjective issues like anxiety and
loneliness that are experienced in the new culture. There is a
correlation between these and depending on the context, the
inability to manage socio-cultural adjustments due to local
traditions could delay culture shock. Consciously down playing
of the potential effect of culture shock on incoming workers,
through an explicit view that they just have to ‘fit in’, or mere
unawareness of the phenomenon can lead to negative
perceptions on the part of the new employees and lower
performance. Dismissal of culture shock can also be indicative
of either a parochial or ethnocentric style of management. The
manager who is unable to appreciate the nuances of culture
can be called culturally blind, and is likely to either promote
conflict or be at a loss on how to resolve intercultural conflicts.
A manager concerned with diversity should move to
sensitivity about how culture impacts worker behaviour. He
must retain an overall view of corporate objectives; that is,
how his worker contributes to the organisational goals. When
faced with the issue of cross-cultural conflict, the manager will
have a number of options in responding to it:
a. avoiding – turning a blind eye to conflict;
b. forcing – insisting that the other party do things your
way;
c. educating – using rational arguments or appeals at the
emotional level;
d. negotiating – working out and agreeing compromises;
e. accommodating – each party making concessions;
f.
collaborating – both parties working proactively to
achieve mutually satisfying outcomes >> win-win.
Effective managers of cultural diversity will have a number of
abilities and strategies for managing and working with diverse
staff and customers:
t Have broad perspective and experience of working with
differences;
t Are aware of their own attitudes, prejudices and values;
t Can articulate the relationship between managing diversity
and achieving business outcomes;
t Know the diversity dimensions of their legal and
organisational frameworks;
t Can identify the negative and positive impacts of diversity on
business functions;
t Can communicate effectively across cultures;
t Respond effectively to diversity issues by seeking the views
and input of all team members;

t Identify management competencies they need to develop
and the competencies staff need to work together effectively;
t Understand the process of designing and implementing a
diversity strategy;
t Use the diversity of their teams to enhance creativity and
innovation;
t Demonstrate flexibility and openness to learning from
different people;

2.4

Developing Diversity Competence

Developing diversity competence can be illustrated using the
cultural competence model. In this model, competence is on a
continuum moving from ethnocentricity (cultural blindness),
through curiosity and accommodation to competence. The
explanation of the stages below relate similarly to diversity
competence, of which cultural competence is one aspect.
In summary, human resource practices need to be re-

Path to Cultural Competency

Competence

Pre-Competence
Accomodation

Awareness

Enthnocentricity
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STAGE 1: ETHNOCENTRICITY
Mindless Adherence
The Blindfolded Stage:

Blindness to others

– Mindless adherence to
one’s own cultural rules
and
– norms
Lack of interest in others
– Lack of appreciation for
cultural differences and
uniqueness
– Committed to the onesize-fits-all approach
– Consider differences
inconsequential or silly

STAGE 2: AWARENESS
Curiosit
y

– New-found sense of
mindfulness
– Awareness of cultural
mosaic
– A genuine interest in
learning about the
differences
– Search for simple rules
to guide behaviour
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STAGE 3: ACCOMMODATION
Attempts To Make Adjustments
– Sees one’s own
cultural norms as
relative
– Awareness of the
need for culturally
appropriate
behaviour
– Feelings of
awkwardness

STAGE 4: PRE- COMPETENCE
Willingly Make Adjustments
– Willing adjustment to
different situations
– Developed
repertoire
of behaviour skills
– Demonstrates comfort
in relating to other
cultures
– Appears to be at
home in any
cultural
situation

Malta Tourism Authority

STAGE 5: COMPETENCE
In Step With Nuances
– Attuned to the
nuances of
intercultural
interactions
– Ease in adjusting
behaviour to facilitate
intercultural
communication
– Developed intuition of
what behaviour is
appropriate at a point
in time

Cultural Competence
Paul Peterson (1988)

CULTURAL COMPETENCE

ATTITUDE

AWARENESS

KNOWLEDGE

SKILLS
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examined in light of the challenges and opportunities of
diversity. The aim must be to recruit new talent, retain them,
and manage them more effectively for the competitive
advantage of the company. Human resource managers
are faced with the challenge of convincing their senior
management that diversity programmes are beneficial to the
organisation.

Initiative goal. DMOs can begin by making short‐term and
long‐term goals within their companies. It is important
to always have short‐term goals so that a company has
something to work for in the short run and it can be achieved
sooner than a long‐term goal. It will keep employees
motivated to eventually reach and conquer the long-term
goal.

2.5

Marriott has also expanded the Marriott language programme
called “Sed de Saber” which means, “Thirst for Knowledge.”
This is a Spanish and English language system that is intended
to teach different kinds of skills in English. The effects of this
programme include an increase in English language capability.
These kinds of programmes are great because it is truly a
hands‐on approach to supporting diverse cultures. Having
language programmes available can really benefit employees
and lead individuals to greater levels of success.

Case Study 2 – Marriott International18

Case Study: Marriott International
Employee Diversity Programmes within Marriott
Currently, there are 500 Marriott hotels that are either owned,
operated or are under management by women or different
ethnic minorities. Marriott has a strong stance on diversity
and has taken action to ensure that its workforce is dynamic
and diverse. In 2003, Marriott established a programme
called the “Committee for Excellence” that meets on a regular
basis to work on its diversity objectives and to monitor the
progress throughout the organisation. Implementing diversity
programmes are not easy - it is a process that takes time and
needs to be constantly monitored - to assess what works and
what does not.
According to Norman Jenkins, senior vice president of North
America Lodging Development, Marriott “really revamped [its]
focus a couple years ago when [it] developed the Diversity
Ownership Initiative (DOI) and launched it in 2005.” (2007).
With this initiative, Marriott came up with a goal to have 500
hotels owned and/or under development by ethnic minorities
and women by 2010. After just a year of having this goal more
than 400 Marriott hotels met this Diversity Ownership

18 Day and Gordon, Diversity in Tourism and Hospitality, 10-11.

Marriott supports many diversity programmes including but
not limited to; American Foundation for the Blind, Association
of Latino Professionals in Finance and Accounting, Goodwill
Industries, Hispanic Corporate Council, National Association
of Black Accountants, National Black MBA Association,
National Society of Minority Hoteliers, Organization of
Chinese Americans and Women Business Enterprise National
Council. DMOs can also observe and support other diversity
programmes to help them grow and progress with their
own knowledge of diversity. In 2009, Marriott received an
award for one of the “40 Best Companies for Diversity” from
Black Enterprise magazine. This was the fifth consecutive
year it received this award. “Diversity Inc” has ranked Marriott
International number four on its list for “Top 50 Companies for
Diversity”. Marriott is constantly receiving all kinds of awards
and has set an example for many other companies to follow.

Unit 3

Developing
Diversity Policies
and Strategies
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Unit 3: Developing
Diversity Policies and Strategies
3.1

Approaches to Developing Diversity Policy

Diversity initiatives have to be developed to work at a number
of levels:
a. The strategic level – this addresses issues relating to the
culture of the organisation;
b. The managerial level – this concerns issues relating to
policies and programmes;
c. The operational level – here policies are implemented.
A diversity policy is always subject to further improvement,
meaning that managers can help identify creative and
effective ways of developing a diversity policy through the
training that they would have undergone about international
diversity best practices.
The supervisor has a critical role to play because his or her
errors can lead to or reinforce discrimination or abuse of
policies. It is the supervisor who plays the critical role in
recognising, engaging and rewarding employee diversity
skills. The supervisor also acts as a formal or informal mentor.
Diversity strategies must then be sensitive to the supervisor’s
role.
One of the biggest challenges for an organisation is to put
in place a coherent diversity strategy in which the diversity
management skills of individual employees are developed
to the point where they aggregate to create a supportive
atmosphere that at the same time retains existing jobs
and attracts diverse applicants. A comprehensive diversity
initiative might focus on three core areas:19
a. Recruitment,
b. Skill-based training, and
c. Mentoring.

The outcomes and organisational challenges can be illustrated
in the diagram below:
Diversity
Initiative

Anticipated
Outcome

Organisational
Challenges

Diversity
Recruitment

Employee
attraction

Recruitment aspiration
not matched by
organisational reality.

Skill-based
Diversity
Training

Employee skill
development

Whether training is
effectively targeted at
relevant employees.
Whether there
will be context to
support training and
opportunities to use
skills.

Mentoring
Programmes
and Network

Employee
advancement
and retention

Whether attention is
given to supervisory
and mentoring
relations.

Using the table above, an organisational diversity strategy
may focus on a specific set of problems. The starting point
may be one of the following:
a. Recruitment and Hiring: the organisation consciously
addresses the hurdles that might be preventing it from
attracting a diverse workforce.
b. Market and Customers: the organisation reckons with
the diverse nature of its customer-base and aims to gain
access by matching the diverse market with diversity in
its workforce.
c. Values perspective: the organisation seeks, through
mentoring, to insert diversity awareness at all levels of its
business practices. This approach rests on the view that
diverse insights and skills from different groups will have
a positive, qualitative impact on products and services
and organisational structure.
The table also indicates the kinds of challenges that must be
faced, arising from the different starting points.

19 Authur Brief, ed., Diversity at Work, London: Cambridge University
Press, 2008, 297.
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Debby Swallow20 mentions a number of places to focus attention when developing an organisational diversity strategy:

 Where to Focus

– Organisational Values:
– Governance:
– Planning and Monitoring/Evaluation:
– Communication:
– Staff Development:
– Organizational Infrastructure:
– Services/Interventions

20 www.deborahswallow.com, accessed, 11.01.2013.

:
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In developing a diversity strategy for the organisation,
managers might consider, for example, that some cultures
are more receptive to a participatory and consultative type of
decision-making, while others expect clear and unequivocal
direction from line managers. In these cases, the same kind of
management structures will not be effective for both cultural
groupings. Time must be taken then to develop accurate
understanding of employee expectations, as efforts are made
to develop synergy around a common set or organisational
values.

3.2

Current Legislation in Malta

The new reality of EU legislation banning discrimination
on grounds of racial or ethnic origin, gender, religion,
disability, age and sexual orientation has had a major impact
on businesses across the EU. Redefining Article 13 and
implementation of the two directives into national law was
completed by all member states in December 2006. The legal
environments of companies have now changed. Article 13 of
the EC Treaty states:
Without prejudice to the other provisions of this Treaty and
within the limits of the powers conferred by it upon the
Community, the Council, acting unanimously on a proposal
from the Commission and after consulting the European
Parliament, may take appropriate action to combat
discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion
or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation.
This is not a direct prohibition, but rather an empowering
provision which enables the EU to take action against the
forms of discrimination listed. Prior to these developments,
there was extensive EU legislation and case law on the
prohibition of discrimination on grounds of nationality and
gender. In line with Article 13, the EU in 2000 adopted two
Directives to combat discrimination:
a. A Directive to implement equal treatment irrespective
of racial or ethnic origin (Council Directive 2000/43/
EC), which prohibits racial discrimination in the fields of
employment, education, social security, health care and
access to goods and services.
b. A Directive establishing a framework for equal treatment
in employment and occupation on the grounds of
religion or belief, disability, age and sexual orientation
(Council Directive 2000/78/EC).
Each member country has now developed its own national
anti-discrimination law. Maltese law, by an act which
came into force in June 2012, makes provisions for the
protection of diversity in the workplace by making it
illegal for discrimination on several grounds. These include
discrimination based on family responsibilities, sexual
orientation, age, religion or belief, racial or ethnic origin,
gender identity and the treatment of a person in a less
favourable manner than the treatment of another person.

By virtue of these amendments, discrimination also includes:
t Giving less favourable treatment, whether in a direct
or indirect manner, to men and women on the basis of
any aspects defined in terms of this amending Act as
discrimination;
t The treatment of women in a less favourable manner due to
actual or potential pregnancy or childbirth;
t The treatment of men and women in a less favourable manner
due to their parenthood, family responsibilities or any other
matter defined as discrimination in terms of this amending
Act;
t Any treatment which is based on a provision, criterion or
practice, placing certain persons at a disadvantage to others,
on the basis of one of the aspects of discrimination, provided
that such provision, criterion or practice is inappropriate and
unnecessary and cannot be justified objectively.
Furthermore, the amending Act also seeks to protect selfemployed persons and their spouses through an amended
definition of the term ‘self-employed workers’, whereby the
latter will hereinafter include all persons who pursue a gainful
activity for their own account and the spouses of such selfemployed workers, who although not employees or business
partners, participate habitually in the activities of the selfemployed worker, performing the same tasks or ancillary
tasks.
Maltese law, by an act which came into force in
June 2012, makes provisions for the protection
of diversity in the workplace by making it illegal
for discrimination on several grounds. These
include discrimination based on gender, family
responsibilities, sexual orientation, age, religion
or belief, racial or ethnic origin.

3.3

The Role of Trade Unions

The status, rights, privileges and areas of work of trade union
and membership in trade unions are covered under the
Employment and Industrial Relations Acts 2002. The same
Act makes provision for the protection of workers from
discrimination on the basis of several specified grounds. Trade
unions play a key role in addressing diversity by programmes
aimed at fighting all grounds of discrimination. These include
negotiating with employers to ensure that discrimination
in the workplace is eliminated and equal opportunities
are promoted, supporting victims of discrimination and
monitoring discrimination in the workplace. A study was
recently undertaken by the Working Lives Research Institute
(WLRI) of London Metropolitan University and commissioned
by the European Commission, Directorate-General for
Employment, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities. The aim
was to map trade union practices in combating discrimination
and promoting equality and diversity and 130 best practice
initiatives were identified. The study demonstrates that
trade unions at all levels in Europe have developed initiatives
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which combat discrimination and promote equality, and
that innovative and significant initiatives are not limited to
one geographical area or to one strand of discrimination.
Union strategies involve constructing partnerships with
employers, community organisations and non-governmental
organisations and these allow unions to engage with wider
communities and to learn from one another. Strategies
are also aimed at breaking down barriers between local
and minority ethnic workers with a view to ensuring equal
opportunities and equal treatment of all workers at the
workplace, for example through annual leave agreements
that recognise the diversity of the workforce and its differing
needs.
There are a number of examples of social dialogue on equal
opportunities and equal treatment between trade unions
and employers. This has commonly led to agreements and
in some cases such agreements are framed within a broader
diversity strategy. Initiatives range from finding solutions to
improve the situation of a disadvantaged group, for example
the provision of training for skills; access to jobs for ethnic
minority, as well as collective agreements aimed at eliminating
criteria that have a discriminatory impact, for example agelimit or age-based criteria. Trade unions favour an increasing
role for the social partners in addressing equality issues,
particularly in small- and medium-sized businesses.21

There are a number of examples of social dialogue on
equal opportunities and equal treatment between
trade unions and employers. This has commonly led to
agreements, and in some cases such agreements are
framed within a broader diversity strategy.

3.4
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Good Practices in the Workplace

Firms and organisations in operation today, at least within
the European region and North America, are required by
employment law to ensure that they do not discriminate
against employees and prospective employees on the basis
of gender, age, culture, disability, religious persuasion or
other differences that are peculiar to the individual. Other
differences covered by legislation include ‘race’, family,
marriage and sexual orientation. It became necessary for
legislation to cover these possible grounds of discrimination
because firms were either unwilling or afraid to move beyond
the traditional white-male-dominated culture that tended
to dominate the workforce. The exception to this traditional
orientation would be in the public sector, especially places
like the army, where desperation was probably the chief
motivation.
However, firms that are today simply seeking to toe the
legislative line are more than forty years behind in their
approach to managing differences within their workforce or
prospective workforce. They are still operating in what used
to be called the ‘equal opportunity’ or ‘levelling-the-playingfield’ approach, which was initiated first in the USA during the
1970’s, as a way to broaden the distribution skills and people
throughout the organisation. The limited success of that
approach to engaging differences led to a further legislative
action which, among other things, insisted that firms had to
reflect diversity within specific timeframes at different levels of
their organisation. This seemed necessary at the time because
firms were not recognising the value of empowering staff to
ensure that all staff, irrespective of those differences of gender,
‘race’, culture, disability, etc, had upward mobility with the
organisation.
Awareness of the value of diversity is much more than just
having to reach set quotas for employment of different
category of workers. That approach, which was used over a
period of time in the USA, was found to be counter-productive
and has been abandoned by progressive organisations. Firms
that have not made cultural shift to appreciating the virtues
of diversity might rely on the quota systems approach, either
to soothe consciences or for appearance only. Using quotas
did not work because it carried with it the perception that
standards were being lowered to accommodate people of
different categories. Generating quotas at the entry level
was shown to be insufficient to ensure continuous progress
towards diversity as a core value of the organisation.

21 Trade Union Practices on Anti-discrimination and Diversity,
EU Commission for Employment, Social Affairs and Equal
Opportunities, 2010.
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Case Study 3 – Xerox22

Case Study: Xerox Diversity:
Different ideas. Diverse people. Dramatic results.
More than a goal. A corporate-wide commitment.
Employees with different ways of thinking – and different
ways of perceiving our world – are employees who create
innovative solutions. In a business like Xerox, whose lifeblood
is fresh ideas, this variety of perspectives is a priceless resource
– and a key to achieving critical business results. We have an
ongoing mission here, to ensure a work environment where all
employees treat each other with equality, dignity and respect;
where an employee’s individuality infuses our high-performing
teams; where organizations work together to achieve common
business objectives. This is why we are committed to diversity
in our workforce.
It is more than the right thing to do; it’s critical to our
success as a company.
At Xerox, we promote understanding and inclusion through
our actions – not just our words. We do this through a
comprehensive set of diversity initiatives and strategies:
t Our Balanced Workforce Strategy drives equitable
employee representation in all areas of the company.
t Our Minority/Female Vendor Programme ensures we are
actively committed to purchasing supplies and products
from qualified female and minority owned businesses.
t Our Work Life Programmes assist our employees in the
many aspects of their personal lives.
Diversity is a way of life at Xerox.
Our diversity agenda includes:
t Executive Commitment. Our commitment begins at the
top, with total executive support.
t Communications. We educate employees and management
on diversity programmes, policies and achievements.
t Training/Competency. We ensure that diversity principles
are taught to all employees and cascade to all levels of
management.
t Operations Strengthening. We address imbalances by
identifying shortfalls and closing those gaps.
t Strategy Development. We continually develop strategies
that leverage diversity to gain business advantage.
Today, Xerox is recognized as one of the most progressive
companies in the world. We’ve received exceptional praise and
numerous awards for building and maintaining an inclusive
corporate culture. To see our latest awards for diversity
achievements visit: www.xeroxcareers.com/working-xerox/
diversity.aspx

22 http://www.xerox.com/assets/pdf/Xerox_Diversity_Brochure.
pdf ; http://www.xeroxw.com/jobs/diversity/enus.html [Accessed
09.01.2013]

Be Diverse
Diversity is an essential part of Xerox’s corporate culture. Our
people treat one another with equality, dignity and respect. As
individuals on a team, we rely on the others’ strengths to build
individual potential and improve our productivity.
We promote diversity by nurturing a culture of inclusion and
opportunity, which is supported by a number of employeefocused initiatives and tracked through measurable actions.

Award Winning Diversity
Year after year, Xerox is recognized as a great place for
minorities to work. Here’s a list of some of the 2011
acknowledgements:
t 2011 Latina Style, one of the “50 Best Companies for Latinas”
to work;
t One of the 2011 “Top 40 Companies for Diversity” by Black
Enterprise;
t Human Rights Campaign list of “Best Companies to Work”
Award for GBLT employees, scoring 100% on the index;
t Named as one of the “Top 50 Companies for Diverse Managers
to Work” by Diversity MBA Magazine;
t Recognized as a Top Supporter of Historically Black Colleges
and Universities (HBCUs) by the deans of the Accreditation
Board for Engineering and Technology, accredited
engineering programmes and the corporate-academic
alliance members of Advancing Minorities’ Interest in
Engineering (AMIE);
t Recognized by CAREERS and the DISABLED magazine as one
of the top employers over the past 20 years.

Executive Diversity Council
The Executive Diversity Council consists of senior leaders from
across Xerox. The council meets at selected times throughout
the year to discuss matters such as:
t Workforce representation;
t Work environment;
t Diverse customer markets;
t Organizational efforts to address the needs of a multicultural
workforce.
In addition, select Council members may be involved in other
diversity initiatives like the Corporate Champion Programme,
where senior executives are matched with employee caucus
groups. The “champions” educate our senior management
on their groups’ unique environmental perspective and
community initiatives.
Independent caucus groups also play an important role in
our diversity story. These caucuses, similar to networking and
affinity groups, are instrumental in advocating openness,
opportunity and inclusion for the entire Xerox community.
They work with management to achieve common business
objectives, self-advocacy and to create an environment of
inclusion. Six caucus groups currently exist to address the
concerns and meet the needs of employees who are African-
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American, Hispanic, Asian, women, African-American women
and/or gay, bisexual, lesbian and transgender.

Non-discrimination Policy
Globally, we create policies that support our business goals
and effectively reflect the culture of the countries in which
we do business. Xerox does not discriminate on the basis of
race, color, religious belief, sex, age, national origin, citizenship
status, marital status, union status, sexual orientation or
gender identity.
By focusing on diversity, Xerox hires, promotes and retains
the best people who are well suited for our business. We’ve
designed our hiring and promotion efforts to ensure a deep,
diverse reserve of strong players who are ready to assume
leadership roles. Our hiring practices include engaging Xerox
people to recruit at universities and career fairs, providing
scholarships to minority students interested in information
technology and offering internships and co-op programmes
to diverse groups of students and new graduates.
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We grant more than 120 scholarships each year through
our Technical Minority Scholarship Programme, and we are
reaching out to young people through programmes such
as the FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and
Technology) robotics competition and the Xerox Science
Consultant Programme to encourage broader interest
in science and technology. We introduced Xerox career
opportunities to the Hispanic student population at 45
universities and institutions and, to expand our recruitment
efforts further, we are partnering with the Society of Hispanic
Engineers. We have a similar university outreach programme
for recruiting African-American employees.

In the U.S.A.
Xerox complies with Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO)
guidelines and all applicable federal, state and local laws that
govern the hiring and treatment of its employees. We do not
discriminate against protected veterans, including veterans
of the Vietnam era and disabled veterans, individuals with a
disability or employees who take protected leave time.
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Unit 4: Conducting a Diversity Audit
4.1

Implementing Diversity Management

Managing diversity requires that the whole organisation
becomes oriented towards a mindset that sees differences
as an asset. However, we can never be sure what different
individuals at various levels of the organisation think about
the merits of diversity. The only way to find out is to ask them,
which is the aim of the diversity audit. It seeks to determine
the present orientation of the organisation and to establish
what is needed to develop a diversity-friendly culture.
The audit will discover the main areas in which attention must
be given and the main people who are going to make the
critical difference. For example, an organisation with a cohort
of practising Muslim workers might find that the absence of
sufficient breaks during the day, which would allow them time
for prayer, is impacting negatively on their quality of life and
seriously impairs their productivity. Similarly, there are tourism
outlets in which workers are lacking in motivation because
their workplace cares nothing about their childcare and family
needs.

The personal needs of workers are seen as external to the
organisation, which remains inflexible and insensitive. It
should, therefore, not be surprising that those organisations
will experience an extremely high turnover of staff and will
be constantly recruiting and orienting staff, only to have
them leave for locations that show greater care, flexibility and
sensitivity.
Organisations do not necessarily choose to be unfriendly to
diversity, but they can choose to do nothing about the statusquo by leaving barriers to diversity intact. There are a number
of barriers to prevent organisations from becoming diversityfriendly. These include:
a. Prejudice in the form of treating differences as a
weakness;
b. Greater comfort in “dealing with one’s own kind”;
c. Ineffective balancing of needs of family, job and career.
The question that managers may then ask is how they go
about putting in place a diversity-friendly system. The
diagram below provides some guidance towards this end:23

5
6

2

3
4
1

23 Marion Keil et al, Training Manual for Diversity Management, EU
Commission, 2007.
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STEP 1 Diversity Steering Committee
Since most companies have a mono-cultural background
(i.e. leadership predominantly composed of men between
30 and 40 years, of the dominant nationality, etc), there is a
risk that analysis of the environment will be conducted in
a restrictive manner. In this case, the requirements for any
change are viewed through a narrow perspective. In order to
overcome these limitations, a project team (Diversity Steering
Committee) of committed people with diverse backgrounds
could be formed by management to widen this perspective.
This Diversity Steering Committee, which ought to include
employees from all levels of the organisation, must be given a
clear mandate and must have a clear contractual basis for its
work with the top management of the company.

STEP 2 Scenarios of the future
Together with top management, key stakeholders and
representatives of various departments of the company,
the Diversity Steering Committee should organise a socalled Scenario Building Workshop. As a rule of thumb three
different scenarios of how the business world would look
like (externally and internally) 10-20 years later should be
created – with an emphasis on the impacts and effects of
diversity factors. The aim is to prepare the company for various
alternatives. In the end, one scenario should be selected and
focused upon. (It will be important to conduct this exercise
with external facilitators).

STEP 3 Vision and strategy
The next step should be to formulate a vision and mission
of the company from the scenario selected previously.
This exercise should involve top management and key
stakeholders. It should focus on the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats for the company emanating from
the scenario. In the end, vision and mission statements should
be formulated. The next step is to formulate the company’s
strategy emphasising the way Diversity Management is to
be implemented. A clear strategy will allow the company to
move forward. Once a vision, mission and strategy have been
formulated the company should then return to the present
situation and identify its current status quo. This requires a
Diversity Audit.

STEP 4 Diversity Audit
The Diversity Audit is a useful tool to analyse the company’s
current situation. Questions to be asked include: What
is the attitude of top management and its workforce
regarding diversity? What is the company’s culture today?
How “inclusive” are the structures and processes? The
Diversity Audit is conducted through semi-structured,
personal interviews with all stakeholder groups and may be
accompanied by a standardised questionnaire to explore
attitudes toward Diversity. The outcome of the Diversity Audit
should be taken up by the Steering Committee to present
key findings about the status quo to a wider audience and
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to provide the starting point for outlining the appropriate
“interventions” for change, leading towards the adoption of a
genuine Diversity Management approach.

STEP 5 Company Goals
As a next step, Management together with the Diversity
Steering Committee should define the company overall goals
for implementation of Diversity Management. These goals
should be clearly related to the previously formulated overall
strategy and ensure participation of all relevant divisions and
departments. Each of these should be invited to adjust these
goals to its own context and define clear measurable criteria
for achieving them.

STEP 6 Diversity Management Implementation
During the implementation process the Steering committee
plays a crucial role: it oversees, steers and accompanies
the various activities. It serves as a central intersection of
communication. For example, it will be responsible for:
a. Top and middle management leadership development
programmes on diversity;
b. Team Building Events in each business unit;
c. Large Group Events for the workforce to communicate
Diversity Management;
d. Change of Performance Management appraisals tools to
foster Diversity Management and make it measurable;
e. Change of HR tools for recruitment and retention of a
diverse workforce, etc.

4.2

The MOSAIC Model for Diversity Audit

A diversity audit is the critical step in a journey that is aimed
to orient the whole organisation to become diversity-friendly.
A fundamental issue to be faced is whether anything can
be done about the infrastructure of the organisation to
ensure that the orientation is diversity-friendly. In this regard,
attention will have to be given to basic philosophy, policies,
procedures and practices, as indicated above. The focus then
will be on the ideas, the attitudes and the organisational
structures that act as barriers for the organisation to become
diversity-friendly. Some organisational leaders are concerned
that implementing diversity initiatives is too expensive, upsets
productivity and causes disruption in the workplace. However,
moving towards a diversity-friendly organisation does not
necessarily imply large investments and, in any case, might
have significant cost-benefit ratios.
A model that has been used as a framework for a diversity
audit is called the MOSAIC Model.24 MOSAIC stands for:

Mission and Values
A diversity oriented organisation will have a clearly articulated
mission and core values that include the management of
24 Johanna Fullerton and Rajvinder Kandola, Managing Diversity in
Ireland: Implementing the Employment Equality Act, 1998. Dublin:
Oak Tree Press, 1999, 72ff.
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diversity, as a long term goal and a responsibility for all levels
of staff. The values will reflect the personal and work needs for
all employees. In best practice, the information about what
the values mean on a day-to-day basis is communicated to
everyone and everyone is held accountable for adherence to
the values.

Objective and Fair Process
This refers to the systems and processes within the
organisation, which are regularly audited to ensure that no
one age group, ethnicity or gender predominates at any
one level. Hindrances to diversity are removed and the tools
and techniques for assessment are also regularly checked to
ensure that the ones in use are the most objective and fair.

Skilled Workforce (aware and fair)
The issue here is to ensure that the workers are aware of
and are guided by principles of managing diversity. Another
element is that managers are trained to be able to manage a
diverse workforce effectively.

Active Flexibility
The diversity-oriented organisation reckons with the diverse
needs of employees and responds in a way to maximise the
full potential of all. Being active and flexible, the organisation
does not regard differences as problems to be fixed and does
not allow the majority culture to set the patterns of conduct.
This organisation will be focused on output, recognising that
there are different kinds of benefit that individuals will opt for.

Individual Focus
A diversity-oriented approach will focus on facilitating the
development of all employees, based on their needs rather
than on their group membership. A focus of needs based on
group membership might be seen as gross stereotyping.

Culture that Empowers
A diversity-oriented approach will appreciate that
organisations have a culture of their own and that this culture
will have an impact on employees. From the first stage of
recruitment, there will be an effort to communicate the
values of the organisation and allow for a transition time, as
new staff adjust to this culture. However, given the ethic of
diversity, new workers will be facilitated in making their own
contribution to the further development of the organisation.

4.2.1 Conducting the Audit
The diversity audit involves the examination of an
organisation’s diversity policy and strategy, as well as the
systems and procedures against a set of variables, to get a
sense of what is working well and what needs to be done
to strengthen the diversity culture. The audit provides a
benchmark against which to assess the changes in the full
spectrum of the organisation over time. It is, therefore, a way
to create a diversity-friendly culture in a strategic way.
What will an Audit do?
The audit will focus on key aspects of the organisation’s work,
namely:
t Mission and objectives;
t Commitment of senior management;
t Communication of diversity policy and strategies;
t Implementation of diversity strategy;
t Monitoring of diversity activity.
Alternatively, the audit could focus on:
t Policy;
t Practice;
t Perception.
How would the Audit be carried out?
There are four important, consecutive steps to carrying out
the diversity audit.
t Clarify the purpose of the work – why the audit?;
t Identify the sources of information;
t Gather feedback from relevant individuals;
t Analyse and interpret the data.
Who should be involved in the Audit?
There are stakeholders within the organisations whose
participation is key to completing an effective audit. Among
these are:
t People who have the power to implement the changes;
t People who would be affected by any change.
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4.2.2 The MOSAIC Self-Assessment Check List
Key for Score
4 = all indicators actioned and evaluated 3 = all indicators actioned 2 = tightening up needed
1 = actions just started 0 = no actions yet

M - Mission
Vision

Reality

Score

Reality

Score

Reality

Score

Strong, positive mission and values aligned with diversity
Diversity policy developed for the organisation
Diversity seen as long term objective
Values reflect needs of all employees
Strategy for implementing policy decided and initiated
Employees aware of strategy
Employees adhering to values in practice
Total Score

O – Objective Processes
Vision
HR process audited and re-audited to ensure best diversity practice
Process regularly reviewed for fairness
Diversity seen as long term objective
Managers are trained in Diversity Management
Values reflect needs of all employees
Induction for new employees provided
Mentoring offered to new employees
Total Score

S – Skilled Workforce Aware
Vision
Employees trained in diversity awareness
Training incorporates information
on prejudice and stereotyping
Managers are trained in diversity
and cross-cultural management
Managers are appraised for diversity
and cross-cultural management skills
Total Score
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A- Active Flexibility
Vision

Reality

Score

Reality

Score

Reality

Score

Flexible working arrangement on offer
Policy on flexi-hours communicated among all employees
All request for flexibility considered for feasibility
Flexible benefits offered with implications
understood by staff
Flexible management style advocated
Total Score

I – Individual Focus
Vision
Diversity Training focused on individual needs
Company policies not focused in groups
Views of all employees sought in relation
to policies that will affect them
Initiatives advocated do not exclude persons
on the basis of group membership
Total Score

C - Culture that Empowers
Vision
Environment of organisation free from harassment and
discrimination
Decision-making is devolved
Experimentation valued
Duties and Projects allocated objectively and fairly
Total Score

4.2.3

Analysing Data from a Diversity Audit

Analysing data from a diversity audit is most important
but can be time consuming. Moreover, any inaccurate or
unjustified conclusion will lead to unwarranted actions, which
could be demoralising, if not damaging, to the company and
to staff. The key message is that similar time and attention
must be given to analysing the data as to gathering it. Data
should be taken from various information sources and be
integrated to form a coherent picture. In doing so there are
four things to look for:
t Consistently emerging trends;
t Contradictions, for example between what is reported as
experience, and perceptions;
t Differences between groups, grades and functions;
t Results from different sources of information.
The main sources of information, of course, will be (a) oral
feedback from focus groups or individuals interviewed (b)

written feedback from questionnaires. For oral feedback it will
be useful to write out responses from different groups against
relevant sections in audit framework. This will allow you to
see the common themes that are emerging and will make for
easier comparison between groups. For the written feedback,
the analysis will be influenced by how the questions were
framed in the questionnaire. Nevertheless, a similar approach
in which responses from different groups are looked at against
the audit framework will make for good comparisons and
perception of emerging themes.

4.2.4 A Simple Diversity Exercise
Alternatively, the audit may be focused on a programme or
process within the organisation. For example, the human
resources department may want to do a diversity analysis of
their approach to staff recruitment and induction. In this case,
there could be a simple diversity analysis exercise, which could
be conducted in three steps:
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Step 1: Describe the Project or Process
For example, your enterprise may be thinking of purchasing
new equipment or information technology. Or you may be
planning to expand to a new market, or expand an offshore
operation. You may be hiring a person from overseas who will
require induction to the new job and orientation to working
your organisation. Or you may be developing a new marketing
campaign aimed at expanding your domestic or international
customer base.
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A process for taking action in your enterprise would
involve the following steps:
Step 1: Analyse the cultural diversity factors in your
business environment
Step 2: Establish the business case for actively
managing cultural diversity

Step 2: Describe the Desired Outcomes
of the Project or Programme

Step 3: Conduct diversity analyses of key processes
(e.g. recruitment)

The desired outcomes for the above examples can be simply
stated: successful overseas market entry or expansion,
effective employee orientation.

Step 4: Formulate a detailed action plan to address
diversity factors

Step 3: Apply the Diversity Analysis Checklist

Step 5: Develop the cultural competence of managers
and team leaders (training)

When planning or reviewing projects, programmes or
processes, using the following checklist can help to ensure
that all aspects of customer and workforce diversity are taken
into account. In this exercise, the focus is on cultural diversity.
Using the checklist can help to provide answers for a range of
important questions.
t What compliance, organisational development and market
factors must be considered in planning this programme?
t Which dimensions of cultural diversity will be most significant
for this programme?
t What must be done to ensure that the plan reckons with
cultural diversity to avoid problems and maximise the
prospects for success?
t Who will be responsible for addressing cultural diversity
factors in this programme?
t What human and other resources are required and available?
t Who are the external stakeholders and how will they affect or
be affected by the decisions regarding the management of
diversity in this programme?

4.3

Diversity Management Action Plan

Organisations should not delay in acting upon the results of
an audit. If the follow-up actions are delayed, it could mean
that the data becomes obsolete at a much later stage, as
things in the organisation are always changing. Apart from
that, however, delayed action will lead to a loss of impetus
and dynamism and one could see workers losing interest with
the loss of momentum. Your action planning will be driven
by the analysis of your diversity audit. The key questions for
developing a diversity management strategy are the same as
for any strategy development:
t Where are we now with regards to workforce and customer
cultural diversity?
t Where do we want to be?
t How do we get there?

Step 6: Implement and Evaluate the Action Plan
In implementing an action plan, there would be a number
of diversity management factors to consider. Identify the
diversity management areas for attention/consideration
in this project or process. If the areas under consideration
include hiring or promotion, you will need to consider equal
employment opportunity factors.
A. Compliance Factors:
Which Acts, policies and principles pertaining to diversity may
influence or be relevant?
t Equal Opportunity
t Harassment
t Discrimination
t Other laws or policies
B. Organisational Factors:
Which aspects of organisational practice and procedure
pertaining to diversity may influence or be present in this
project?
t Organisational Development
t People Management
t Knowledge Management
t Customer Service
t Other organisational factors
C. Market Factors:
Which aspects of the organisation’s markets pertaining to
diversity may influence or be present in this project?
t Corporate Citizenship, e.g. environmental sustainability
t Community Relations
t Industry Relations
t Government Relations
t Domestic Marketing
t International Marketing
t Other
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Case Study 4 – Starwood Hotels and Resorts25

Starwood hotels and Resorts:
Company Values: Diversity and Inclusion
With over 1,128 properties and more than 154,000 associates
at our owned and managed properties, we maintain an
associate and customer base as diverse as the world’s
population. Each brand’s distinctive appeal affords us a unique
position in the global marketplace that caters to travellers
of all backgrounds and from almost every culture. Therefore,
creating an environment of inclusion for our associates, guests
and suppliers isn’t just the right thing; it is the very core of our
business. Through our unique brand positioning Starwood is
able to build an emotional connection with our guests and
create a superior service experience for each guest.
Focusing on blending and mining the talents of our associates
from around the world and taking care of the guests who
frequent our properties is a commitment that begins at the
top of our organisation, but is the shared responsibility of each
associate. By creating national partnerships with associations
focused on serving the needs and concerns of many types
of visible and invisible differences - race, gender and sexual
orientation, to name a few - we hope to have far reaching
impact by making a difference in the markets in which we
operate and for the people that encounter our organisation.
Our culture of diversity and inclusion has also been recognized
by DiversityInc as one of the “Top 50 Companies for Diversity”
and by the Human Rights Campaign as one of the “Best Places
to Work for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Equality”.
This is the Starwood way.

25 http://www.starwoodhotels.com/corporate/about/values/
diversity.html
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Unit 5: Designing
and Delivering Diversity Training
5.1

The Way forward

This manual is about diversity management training, which
is sometimes overlooked in the range of training options.
In the earlier sections (Unit 1) diversity management was
defined, and by looking at the need for strategic initiatives,
an outline of the business case for diversity management was
offered (Unit 2). There was attention to developing diversity
policies (Unit 3) and to how an organisation might approach
conducting a diversity audit (Unit 4) and what it entails. In this
respect, information about diversity management has been
provided and an attempt was made to create awareness of
the skills and competences critical for diversity management.
Some guidance was also given on how to approach policies
and strategies to address challenges to implementing
diversity management and a model for doing a diversity audit
was given (Unit 4). By following what has been provided so
far, organisations can make the necessary preparations to
implement diversity policies and strategies. The aim for this
section is to give guidance on how to develop and deliver
diversity training in the organisation.

5.2

Rationale for Training

It is not only important that companies improve workforce
diversity but they also need to improve the skills needed to
effectively manage diversity and create the environment
that ensures respect and equity for all. For this reason it
is important to design training that meets specific needs.
Responses to needs of the staff have taken the form of a
range of human resource policies and programmes aimed
at enhancing the work environment and experience of staff.
These include anti-bullying policies, flexible working and
home working policies, grievance, complaints and safety
at work policies and procedures, together with recording
and management information systems to measure progress
against equality goals. A large number of programmes are
also aimed at employee development and raising awareness
to cover a broad spectrum of staff development needs. These
include: diversity awareness training, cultural awareness and
competence training, exchange programmes, legislative
and compliance issues, building leadership/managerial
commitment and skills, language and integration programmes
for migrant workers, fair recruitment, selection and
appraisals processes and change management programmes.
Many companies also provide managers with a series of
performance planning frameworks, diversity checklists and
toolkits to support them in policy implementation.

While improving customer service, a diverse workforce
with high quality people skills also helps companies to
accommodate more easily the demands of their diverse
customer-base. That kind of workforce will also provide
additional resources for accessing new markets and market
intelligence. Many companies currently support a range of
special interest employee resource groups to improve twoway communication processes, and to assist companies in
their consultation and information seeking strategies.

5.3

Cultural Behaviour and Training

The area of cultural training is a particularly significant aspect
of diversity awareness. When seeking to understand cultural
behaviour, organisations delivering training must reckon with
what can be called the propensity for cultural value retention.
Moved from their local contexts, individuals will be keener to
preserve their values and beliefs as a way to maintain their
sense of identity. When we meet people of other cultural
backgrounds, therefore, the place where we meet them might
also help to explain their behaviour and cultural preferences.
In cultural awareness training carried out by Living Cultural
Solutions Limited in Ireland, over 1,500 practitioners were
asked to indicate the things that they would be most keen to
keep and the things they would give up if they were to move
to live among the Inapang People in Papua New Guinea.
Having looked at daily practices among the Inanpang tribes,
the responses of participants are illustrated in figure 1 below:
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Surface = 10%

Deep level =
90%

The responses of participants illustrate the iceberg effect of
culture. Those things that can be readily seen, for example
food, dress and technological gadgets, are more likely to be
given up when individuals are displaced from their cultural
context. There are others at a deeper level and are therefore
not readily seen, for example values, worldviews, notions of
health and safety, which are less likely to be given up. At the
same time, these are the things that feature most significantly
in our relationships and decision-making. Within a diverse
workforce, for example of foreign workers in the hotel
industry, these issues are at play and impact on productivity.
However, organisations are not usually aware of these
because they are at a deeper level, where training in diversity
management can help to surface.
Human Resources professionals and senior managers are
the lynchpin to the implementation of an effective diversity
management programme, which will promote recognition
and respect for the individual differences found among
employees. This management style should encourage
employees to be comfortable with diversity in the workplace
and develop an appreciation and respect to differences in
race, gender, background, sexual orientation or any other
factors that may not be shared by everyone working in the
same area of the company.
The first step in the management of a diverse workforce is
to recognise and value diversity. This will require building
awareness, especially at senior management levels. Once that
is done, the next step is to see how diversity can be effectively
utilised. The centre piece of diversity management is diversity

training, as a way in which to challenge ingrained biases and
bring change to corporate culture. Once diversity has been
clearly identified and defined, the next task is for leadership
to define the diversity initiative. The critical issues for the
initiative, which in all likelihood would involve some form of
training, is to determine the vision for the cultural change
and how that vision can be made operational. For example,
the key question for a diversity initiative would be to ask how
an organisation that is supportive of diversity is expected to
operate in the future.

5.4

Approach to Diversity Training

Whether organisations will opt for training will depend on
the extent to which they value the contribution of the worker.
There are three issues that will impact on attitude to training:
1. Philosophy: this relates to the culture of the organisation
and outlook of the human resources manager who is
responsible for recruitment and training of the workforce.
2. Power: relates to the extent to which the worker is
perceived to have a stake in the balance of power in
the organisation. Where the worker is undervalued or
appears relatively insignificant, their training is seen as a
problem rather than an investment.
3. Economic Urgency: is about the perceived or real
economic consequences of acting or not acting. Where
training is seen as having an immediate, positive impact
on the company’s economic performance, it will be given
serious consideration.
Research has well established that training is a primary driver
in organisational change, therefore diversity training is to be
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seen as the cornerstone of diversity initiative and will be a
natural part of an organisational programme with diversity
management strategy. Most training designs will revolve
around a mix of learning activities. With diversity training,
the goal is not simply to provide knowledge but to develop
skills and eventually to change attitudes and the culture of
the organisation. Therefore the design of training must go
beyond individual, one-off programmes to consider what
mix of training and developmental activities will move the
organisation to the desired new position. For example, if
one culture among the workforce is not to remain dominant,
in the sense that only their values, styles or working and
preferences are always given priority, then the training design
must involve a bilateral process where all members would
be expected to make effort to change and to appreciate and
value differences.
Diversity management training is usually carried out through
facilitated, interactive workshops closely aligned with the
participants’ situations and needs. Lecturing and conference
presentation types of training are often used as introductions
to the subject. Other types of training include individual or
small group coaching and mentoring and external studies,
including e-learning. The common aim of diversity training is
to help individuals and organisations to achieve and develop
diversity competence. Diversity competence is the awareness,
knowledge, skills, attitudes, practices and processes needed
to function effectively in situations characterised by diversity.
It comprises self-awareness and knowledge and the ability to
communicate and collaborate in a diverse context.
Developing competence is a process of lifelong learning and
continuous improvement. There is no end point at which
one is deemed fully competent. The levels of competence
required for effective functioning differ greatly depending
on profession, role, situation and context. Laurent of the
European Institute of Business Administration26 found wide
cultural differences between nationals of the same country
who work overseas and those working locally in the same
multinational corporation. When they are working outside
their native land, it seems Germans were more German
and Japanese more Japanese, and so on. He concluded
that organisational culture is a factor in explaining these
differences.
The approach to diversity training programmes could be
designed with the following terms:
a. Self-oriented: focus on personal skills and include
a person’s ability to act differently in a new cultural
location, deal with stress;
b. Others-oriented: focus on ability to form new
relationships;

26 Referenced in Joyce L. Francis, “Training Across Cultures” in
Maryann H. Albrecht, ed., Managing Diversity in the Workplace.
London, Blackwell, 2001, 376.

c.

5.5

Perceptual: focus on the person’s ability to comprehend
and respect new and unfamiliar behaviour, which in turn
will determine integration in or marginalisation from the
new culture.

Initiating a Training Programme

Earlier in this manual we listed a whole range of differences
that workers bring with them and that will feature in
management of diversity. The list includes the following:
t Culture
t Gender
t Age
t Ethnicity
t Regional culture
t Sexual orientation
t Mental and physical abilities
t Education
t Religion
t Language
t Literacy
t Work experience
t Functional role and status
t Economic status
t Family status
t Geographic location
t Work style
t Communication style
t Learning style
t Thinking style
t Management style
t Personality
t Ideology
t Profession
t Industry and Organisational Culture
Given the different ways in which workers exist in the
workplace, this section on the development and delivery of
training will focus on cultural competence training, as a way to
illustrate concretely how the organisation might develop their
own training programme.
Gudykunst and others have distinguished three interlinked
goals of cross-cultural training27:
a. Cognitive >> increasing knowledge and understanding
of new culture;
b. Affective >> deals with how attitudes and emotions are
handled;
c. Behavioural >> emphasising the development of
intercultural skills such as negotiating and relationshipbuilding.
In working across cultures, a variety of techniques should be
used in case participants show resistance. In multicultural
groups, it may be necessary to divide participants into groups
27 Ray French, Cross-Cultural Management. London, UK: CIPD, 2007
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and offer different techniques for different modules. Following
the influences of Kolb, Dewy and others, experiential learning
for adults has become quite commonplace among trainers
and many would regard this as their preferred technique.
Experiential learning is currently considered to be the most
effective method of learning for adults because it is selfdirected. The sharing of experience of participants provides
the most relevant vehicle for learning and builds a framework
from bottom-up rather than imposing it from top-down. This
approach is based on two important assumptions:
a. Effective learning for adults will require practical
involvement, participatory exercises and reflection of
experiences. This can be described as experiential
learning and is modelled on the well-known learning
cycle that was developed by Kolb, as illustrated in this
diagram.

b.
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Our experiences are culturally formed; by culture we
mean the accepted values, norms, attitude and behaviour
taken for granted in a particular context. This means that
how we read and understand our experiences depends
on the language and categories we use and on our
cultural standpoint. The trainers must be discerning to
identify and call attention to the differences that arise
from cultural experiences and cultural expectations.

The learning strategies listed in the outline below are based
on these assumptions. These are given bearing in mind that
workers will come with a variety of experiences. The strategies
accommodate the varying learning styles of the group. Using
the Kolb model, four categories for the way in which people
learn are generally accepted:

(b) Our experiences are culturally formed; by culture we mean the accepted
Kolb learning style

Learning by

Learn from

Learn by intuition, from specific

t Stories (autobiography, presentation from a

values, norms, attitude and behaviour taken for granted in a particular

Concrete Experience

context. This
means that how we read and understand
our experiences
experience and from relating to
member of a cultural group, film/video)
others
Sharing/small
discussions
depends on
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and on group
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t Peer learning

Reflective Observation
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Learn by perception, from deductive

t Reflective exercises (journals, pre session work)

the differences
ariselogical
fromanalysis
cultural t experiences
and and
cultural
reasoningthat
and from
Observing trainer
others
of ideas
expectations.

t Individual structured exercises

Abstract Conceptualisation

The

Learn by thinking, from deductive
t Theoretical input (lecture, theory, model,
reasoning and from logical analysis
frameworks)
learning ofstrategies
listed in the outline below
are based on these
ideas
t Reading
t Structured projects involving building on a theory

assumptions. These are given bearing in mind that workers will come with a variety
Active Experimentation

Learn by doing, from activities

t Simulation games

risks)

t Practice assignments

of experiences. The strategies
accommodate
the varying
stylesbased
of theongroup.
related to on-the-job
situations
and
tlearning
Case studies
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from
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things
out
(including
analysis
Using the Kolb model, four categories for the way in which people learn are generally
accepted:

Kolb learning

Learning by
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style
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Experience

from specific

presentation from a

experience and from

member of a cultural

relating to others

group, film/video)
Sharing/small group
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The trainer must, however be aware of the fact that the biases
and beliefs that they hold are not universally shared. As
they encounter a different set of beliefs among participants,
trainers should therefore be prepared to compromise, as a way
to attend to the cultural beliefs and values of the participants.
In general, the training facilitator must model the respect for
the different cultures and points of view of how the training is
carried out. Here are some guidelines:

Step 3: Design and Promote the Programme

The training facilitators must:
t Recognise the cultural diversity of the training participants
and the diversity within all cultures;
t Acknowledge that the participants bring to the training a
wide range of existing understanding, experience, knowledge,
awareness and skills in living and working in a diverse society;
t Recognise that in any cross-cultural interactions, we are
dealing with unique individuals, not ‘cultures’;
t Understand that participants who may hold negative,
misinformed or stereotypical views of other cultures
may feel anxious if challenged, and will also then need
acknowledgement and support;
t Ensure that any investigation and discussion of culture and
cross-cultural communication must be interactive, nonjudgmental, conversational and open;
t Understand that acquiring cultural awareness and crosscultural skills is a lifelong learning process that begins with
understanding one’s own cultural mindset before attempting
to understand those of people from other cultures.

Step 4: Recruit Participants and Deliver the Training
t Identify and offer support to participants for the programme
t Select the appropriate trainers and work closely with them
t Organise and conduct the programme for maximum
effectiveness

t Present the business case for cultural competence to the key
stakeholders in your organisation
t Discuss with training providers the range of options for
training and available resources that will ensure the training
objectives are met
t Identify the anticipated outcomes and benefits of the training
to all stakeholders

Step 5: Evaluate Effectiveness after Delivery
t Design and carry out a rigorous evaluation process
t Modify further training programmes according to evaluation
results
t Identify and implement strategies to ensure that learning is
applied to performance and enhancing the organisation’s
cultural competence

Needs assessment is of particular challenge to organisations
and in this regard some further thoughts on this aspect of
the preparation might help. Needs assessment refers to the
intentional process of finding out the level of training to be
delivered and the way workers may be selected to participate.
We referred earlier to the diversity audit, which is really a
5.6 Developing the Training Plan
comprehensive needs assessment for the whole organisation.
workers may be selected to participate. We referred earlier to the diversity
Through a diversity audit at the workplace one might have the wayThe
analysis of the audit will give an idea of what needs to
audit, which is really a comprehensive needs assessment for the whole organisation.
established that there is a strong business case for developing
be done and who in the organisation will be targeted. The
The analysis of the audit will give an idea of what needs to be done and who in the
greater cultural competence across the enterprise. In
schema below gives an idea of the needs assessment process:
organisation will be targeted.
The schema below gives an idea of the needs
developing a training programme, there are five important
assessment process:
steps to follow:
Figure 2 – Needs
Framework
Figure 2Assessment
– Needs Assessment
Framework
t Determine needs;
t Establish programme goals;
t Design and promote the programme;
t Recruit participants and deliver the training;
t Evaluate effectiveness after delivery.

Step 1: Define the Organisational Needs
t Identify who will be responsible to initiate the programme
t Define the training needs
t Show the relationship of cultural competence to the
organisational diversity management needs

Step 2: Establish Programme Goals
The needs assessment process envisages a series of meetings to come to a final
t Determine programme objectives
The needs assessment process envisages a series of meetings
decision of what will be done. The first meeting is a planning meeting where
t Get information on the nature of cultural competence and the
to come to a final decision of what will be done. The first
managers or the individuals assigned to the task meet to discuss what needs to be
range of training approaches available
meeting is a planning meeting where managers or the
done, why it should be done and how it will be done. The second meeting is with
t Contact an experienced cross-cultural trainer
individuals assigned to the task meet to discuss what needs
stakeholders, in this case workers, who will have a say in what needs to be done, why
t Ensure strong organisational support for the training
to be done, why it should be done and how it will be done.
it should be done and how it will be done. The third meeting is an evaluative or postprogramme
The second meeting is with stakeholders, in this case workers,
assessment meeting, which will finalise the training programme, content, dates,
who will have a say in what needs to be done, why it should
logistics and individuals who will be involved.
be done and how it will be done. The third meeting is an

5.7

The Aims of the Training Programme

The training is designed to accomplish the following:
(a) Disseminate information/knowledge
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evaluative or post-assessment meeting, which will finalise the
training programme, content, dates, logistics and individuals
who will be involved.

5.7

The Aims of the Training Programme

The training is designed to accomplish the following:
a. Disseminate information/knowledge
Research has shown that after diversity training, trainees
were able to identify the advantages of workforce
diversity for the organisation. Managers who participated
in diversity training rated diversity management practices
as significantly more important than others who did
not.28
b. Develop skills
The development of skills, however, will depend on
(i) a needs assessment to determine what is in need
of improvement. Awareness of skills deficit will more
likely provide motivation for participating in a training
programme.
c. Change employee behaviour over time
Behavioural change is based on increased awareness.
Awareness of the perception process is seen as the first
step in challenging and motivating trainees to inhibit the
mindless and automatic uses of stereotype. Nevertheless,
awareness training alone is insufficient to lead to
behavioural change because research seems to support
the view that trainees will not act on their awareness
without motivation.29
Behavioural competences would include communication and
conflict resolution skills among others. Others might include
intercultural sensitivity, intercultural communication, building
commitment and managing uncertainty. An awareness
building training session might also include opportunities
for contact between different cultural groups. Intergroup
contact reduces prejudices if members of the group (1) have
equal statuses, (2) share the same goals, (3) are encouraged to
cooperate rather than compete and (4) feel their interaction is
supported by higher authorities.

5.8

Adjusting the Organisation Culture

There are two categories of programmes: (a) programmes
designed to provide information and raise awareness
about differences in values, attitudes, patterns of behaviour
and communication that exists across cultures and (b)
programmes designed to develop skills and competencies.
Both categories of training programmes could include the
intentional and systematic exposure of staff to various cultures
in a non-threatening setting.
A diversity strategy usually includes (a) diversity recruitment
(b) diversity training and (c) a formal mentoring programme.
28 Arthur Brief, Diversity at Work. UK: Cambridge University Press,
2008, 278.
29 Brief, Diversity at Work, 282.
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Mentoring programmes may have better prospects
at reducing stereotype and prejudices because these
programmes, which are never one-off or stand alone, create
ongoing opportunities for cooperation and for identifying and
addressing lingering attitudes. However, these categories can
be supported by mentoring, which is practised in a significant
number of US firms and organisations. In the long run, the
alignment of diversity initiatives with organisational culture
and values will determine the overall success of a strategy.
This would imply the implementation of a strategy which
addresses the entire organisation in a sustained way.
Marion Keil and others have argued that the precondition
for becoming a successful, diversity-oriented company is a
company culture which appreciates and promotes diversity
consciously.30 Companies do not automatically develop into
diversity champions. Constant evaluation and innovative
thinking, as well as sustainable action and reflection are
needed. The organisation develops strategies to arrive at a
balance between differences and similarities and to use this
balance to create value. The authors list a number of steps that
can be taken to ensure that diversity is treated as an asset and
a resource for the organisation:
1. To develop and maintain a strong, diverse company
culture there has to be an equally strong and clearly
formulated company strategy and vision, which
includes diversity as an essential component. After all,
diversity is your long-term economic resource.
2. For good diversity management, a company needs an
extremely transparent performance management
system which is developed methodically in consultation
with many internal stakeholders. Company-wide diversity
management guidelines need to be outlined and
rankings and benchmarks set accordingly.
3. The performance measurements are made
independently of race, ethnicity or skin colour, gender,
religion, etc. This is extremely difficult, as most people are
not aware of their own perception filters. Here, a lot of
awareness building needs to take place.
4. Take a good look at the particular diversity
constellations of your Departments, Teams and
Projects and consider the competencies, talents,
experiences, personal attributes (like gender, age,
migration background, etc.) and professions. This kind
of detailed knowledge will facilitate the likely creation of
innovative teams and generate new ideas.
5. As soon as you perceive even a trace of staff evaluation
which is not performance based, in other words, when
you perceive discrimination or devaluation based on
personal attributes, confront it and use sanctions to set
the record straight.
6. Develop an innovative recruitment and selection
system. What kind of people with which profile and
competencies do you need? The questions to ask are:
30 Training Manual for Diversity Management, 21
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Where are the exceptionally talented and diverse people
irrespective of their ethnic/national origin? How to search
for them?
Develop your leaders into genuine role models for
diversity who are personally convinced that diversity
serves the needs of the company and is an essential part
of its identity.

Sample Training Programme

In the table below there is given a sample outline for a
training programme with an emphasis on developing cultural
awareness and an application to the workplace. An example
of the material that could be used for this training is given in
Unit 6.

Session Title

Minimum
Duration

Aims and Objectives

Indicative Content

Culture and
Cultural Norms

60 minutes

Aim:
To develop a definition of culture
by looking at how norms function

1.

Objectives:
t Identify factors at work in
intercultural exchange
t Illustrate norms as a component
of culture
t Identify components of culture
Culture and
Behaviour

Hofstede’s
Cultural
Dimensions

60 minutes

60 minutes

2.

Aim:
To illustrate how culture influences
behaviour

1.

Objectives:
t Identify norms within a specific
culture
t Compare norms of two cultures
t Illustrate the iceberg model of
culture

2.

Aim:
To introduce the work of Hofstede
as seminal work contribution to
understanding cultural differences

1.

Objective:
t Knowledge of Hofstede’s 5
cultural dimensions
t Awareness of the use and
applications of the 5 cultural
dimensions

2.

Intercultural exchange requires, among
other things, communication, trust,
compromise, respect. These factors are
also present in any activity requiring team
work.
Culture has to do with norms, values and
assumptions and refers to the way in
which a group of people survives, solves
problems, resolves dilemmas, makes
decisions and filters experiences.
Cultural norms refer to those actions
that people expect. They symbolise
values and may give an indication of
assumptions and default responses.
In moving into a new cultural setting,
people tend to be prepared to give up
the same kinds of superficial aspects of
their culture but are inclined to retain the
same kinds of deep level things. These
tendencies produce the iceberg effect in
the culture.
Geet Hoftstede is a leading theorist
in cultural behaviour whose work has
influenced modern discourse about
culture. His observation of workers in
different countries formed the basis of
the 5 cultural dimensions he developed
to explain tendencies in cultural
behaviour : (1) Uncertainty Avoidance
(2) Power Distance (3) Individualism (4)
Masculinity (5) Long Term Orientation.
Hofstede’s cultural dimensions can be
applied to the workplace.
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Trompenaars,
Cultural
Dimension

60 minutes

Aim:
To introduce the work of Fons
Trompenaars as a leading theorist
in culture and its application in the
workplace

1.

Objectives:
t Knowledge of Trompenaars’ 7
cultural dimensions
t Awareness of the use and
applications of the 7 cultural
dimensions is business
2.

The Path
to Cultural
Competence

60 minutes

Aim:
To introduce the concept
of cultural competence, its
components and its continuum.
Objectives:
t Definition of cultural competence
t Knowledge of components of
cultural competence
t Awareness of how to improve
cultural competence
t Self-assess one’s level of cultural
competence
t Self assessment using cultural
awareness locator

Culture and
Perception

60 minutes

Aim:
To illustrate the impact of culture
on our perception of reality
Objectives:
t Knowledge of the relationship
between perception and
prejudice
t Ability to revise perception
t Experience of trying to adjust
one’s perception of a specific
culture
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Fons Trompenaars’ research among
30,000 workers in management and
administrative positions of firms in over
30 countries forms the basis of the seven
cultural dimensions he developed to
describe the ways in which cultures
may be grouped: 1) Universalism
vs Particularism, 2) Individualism vs
Collectivism, 3) Specific vs Diffuse, 4)
Neutral vs Affective, 5) Achievement vs
Ascription, 6) Sequential vs Synchronic, 7)
Inner-Directed vs Outer-Directed.
These dimensions have been widely
applied to the analysis of productivity
and worker attitude

1. Cultural competence relates to the
willingness and ability to make appropriate
adjustments to people of other cultures. The
willingness comes from attitudes and the
ability comes from awareness, knowledge and
skills.
2. Cultural competence, which might relate to
individuals or organisations, is developmental
with ethnocentricity or cultural blindness at
the lower end and to competence at the other.
3. Individuals can improve their cultural
competence through intentional efforts.
1.

2.
3.

The way we perceive relates to the way
we have been socialised. Therefore we
all have prejudices derived from our own
culture and these will influence what we
see, and how we see things, in another
culture.
However, it is possible, through effort and
intention, to adjust our perceptions.
The willingness to adjust one’s perception
indicates the readiness to avoid
stereotyping, which is a threat to cultural
understanding.
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Culture and
Communication

Culture and
Decision-Making

60 minutes

60 minutes

Aim:
To identify the ways in which
culture influences the way people
communicate

1.

Objectives:
t Awareness of differences
between hierarchical and flat
cultures
t Ability to what styles of
communication to culture
t Knowledge of the minimal role of
words in communication
t Ability to identify the
preponderance of culture in
styles of communication

2.

Aim:
To show that the way individuals
make decisions is related to how
they perceive themselves in their
own culture.

1.

Objectives:
t Assess workplace scenarios using
knowledge of culture
t Use cultural knowledge to
tabulate steps in a decisionmaking process
t Experience of cultural conflict
t Use cultural awareness to resolve
cultural conflict

Optional Project

Aim:
To give learners the opportunity
to apply knowledge of a cultural
dimension to real situations
Objective
t Demonstrate understanding of a
cultural dimension
t Apply cultural knowledge to
developing project, paper or
portfolio.

2.

In any given culture, communication is
less about words and more about pitch,
volume and intonation and non-verbal
cues like facial expressions and other
body language.
These different ways in which culture
impacts on communication can be
demonstrated using audio-visual
resources and with reference to the
practice of learners themselves.

How people make decisions might be
explained using one of Hofstede’s cultural
dimension indexes. For example, in
hierarchical cultures, the tendency is
for people to show respect on the basis
of hierarchical location. In flat cultures,
decisions tend not to respect hierarchical
location and power distance.
The decision-making process can be
assessed using audio-visual resources
and through classroom activities. These
might highlight the assumptions that
people make about others by hearing the
voices without seeing the individuals or
by seeing the individuals and not hearing
their voices.

Learners will be expected to develop a project
or portfolio, as a way to apply an aspect of
the learning from the project. Topics might
include:
a. Cultural norms in Malta
b. Cultural practices among a migrant group
in Valletta
c. Stereotyping of cultures in a particular
tourism organisation
d. Accommodating a specific culture in a
local restaurant
e. An example of cultural blindness in the
private sector

Unit 6

Diversity Training Cultural Awareness
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Unit 6: Diversity Training Cultural Awareness
6.1 Intercultural Skills for the workplace
The programme described below is called Intercultural Skills
for the Workplace. It is designed for organisations with
people from a variety of cultures. These include workers in
both private and public sectors, especially the Tourism Sector,
Heath, Social Welfare, and Education as well as communitybased organisations. The programme will be of particular
relevance to international workers and multinational firms.
Furthermore, the programme provided is a model of one that
could be delivered over four days. However, changes could
be made so that the time periods are adjusted to suit the
needs of each local organisation. The material presented here
corresponds to the training outline that is given in Unit 5.7
above.

Intercultural Skills for the
Workplace (ISW)

Giving Your Organisation
Competitive Advantage!
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ISW Programme
Day

Content

Day 1

Culture & Cultural Norms
Culture & Cultural Behaviour

Day 2

Hofstede’s Dimensions of Culture

Day 3

Trompenaar’s Dimensions of Culture

Day 4

Culture, Perception and Prejudice
Culture Communication and Decision-making

ISW Profile
Aims
– To provide critical knowledge and
the
development of skills needed for working
stimulate
in a multicultural context
– To raise awareness about the need for
culturally appropriate approaches in service
deliver
y

Learner Profile
– Practitioners who interface with or
people
from a variety of cultures
supervise
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ISW Objectives
What’s in it for me?
Knowledge of different approaches to cultural functioning

Awareness of the role and formation of norms, values and
assumptions
Awareness of the concept of cultural competence and of how it is
applicable to decision-making in the workplace
Ability to identity the tenets of effective intercultural communication
Ability to apply the tenets of intercultural communication to
workplace scenarios
Ability to diagnose the role of culture in perception and attitudes
Experience in solving problems and resolving conflicts related to
intercultural communication.

Day 1: Aims and Objectives
Aims
– To develop a
definition of culture by
seeing how cultures
function
– To illustrate how
culture influences
Behaviour

Objectives
– Identify factors at work in
intercultural exchanges
– Identity components of
culture
– Illustrate cultural norms
– Identify norms within specific
cultures
– Compare norms of two
cultures
– Illustrate the Iceberg view of
culture
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ISW Day 1: Outline
Time
9:30 – 10:30

Topic/Activity
Welcome, Intro & Warm Up Activities

10:30 – 11:00

Outline Programme Content, Aims and
Objectives, Questions and Answers

11:00 – 11:30
11:30 – 11.45
11:45 – 13:00

Cultural Gaffes
BREAK
Culture and Cultural Norms

13:00 – 14:00

LUNCH

14:00 – 16:00

Culture and Behaviour

16:00 – 16:30

Summary & Feedback on Day

Cultural Norms & Cultural Values
Culture is about what things mean in Context

Cultural Gaffes, Intercultural keys
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Determining Intercultural Keys

Partners hold same
pen
Together draw a car
without letting go
Talking is permitted

What does it take?

Malta Tourism Authority

What does it take?
Intercultural Keys
Communication
Trust
Compromise
Respect
Leadership by turn
Decision-making
Team work
Living Cultural Solutions Ltd

Understanding a Cultural Norm
Greeting

In this country hugging in public is
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Cultural Norms and Cultural Values
Authority

View Scenario from EU Workplace DVD

Cultural Behaviour
Responses to
problems of survival
Norms = sense of
what’s right and what
is expected
Values = sense of
good and bad
Assumptions = things
taken for granted
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Discuss Cultural Values
Do one’s feelings for
an individual still
weigh heavily on
business decisions in
this country?
Are people in this
country generally
ambivalent about
authority?
See Terri Morrison & Wayne Conway, Kiss,
Bow, or Shake Hands, 2006

Cultural Behaviour
View and discuss
video clip on what
people say about
your country
View and discuss
scene from a
different culture.
E.g. Inapang DVD
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Imagine Going to Inapang
What norms would
you retain?
What would you
change a little?
What would you
give up entirely?

Cultural Behaviour:
How over 1500 people responded to the question of what they would
give up and what they would keep in moving to live among the Inapang
People in Papua New Guinea

Surface = 10%

Deep level = 90%

Give up/Accommodate
Food and dress
Mobile phones
Appliances
Preserve
Hygiene
Parenting
styles
Language
Health & Safety
Gender equality
Privacy
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Cultural Competence
Paul Peterson (1988)

CULTURAL COMPETENCE

ATTITUDE

AWARENESS

KNOWLEDGE

SKILLS

Proficiency

STEPS TO
CULTURAL
PROFICIENCY

Competence
Accommodation
Cultural Curiosity

Cultural Blindness
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Tip: Becoming Culturally Competent
W.R.A.P.
– Watch – without staring
– Read books, magazines
etc
– Ask – without insulting
– Participate in cultural
events

Malta Tourism Authority

6.2

Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions

Geert Hoftstede is a leading theorist in cultural behaviour
whose work has influenced modern discourse about culture.
His observation of workers in different countries formed the
basis on the five cultural dimensions he developed to explain
tendencies in cultural behaviour: (1) Uncertainty Avoidance
(2) Power Distance (3) Individualism (4) Masculinity (5) Long
Term Orientation. In this section, we look at these dimensions
of culture and explore how they impact on interactions in the
workplace.

ISW Day 2: Objectives
Objectives
– Review learning
– Knowledge of
Hofstede’s
Cultural
Dimensions
(HCD)
– Awareness of
HCD applications
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ISW: Day 2 Outline
Time

Topic/Activity

9:30 – 10:30

Welcome & Warm-up Activities
>> Stress in the Workplace
>> Dealing with Difficult People

10:30 – 10: 45

Review
Outline Objectives for the Day

10:45 – 11:15

Culture and Personality – DVD On Qualification

11:15 – 11:30

Break

11:30 – 13:00

Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions:
(1) Power Distance. (2) Individualism

13:00 – 14:00

Lunch

14:00 – 14:50

Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions
(3) Masculinity vs Femininity (4) Uncertainty Avoidance

14:50 – 15:00

Break

15:00 – 15:30

Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions
(5) Long Term Orientation

15:30 – 16:00

Summary & Feedback on Day & Learner Record

Geert Hofstede’s
5 Cultural Dimensions

A model to assist with differentiating
cultures:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Power Distance (PDI)
Individualism (IDV)
Masculinity (MAS)
Uncertainty Avoidance (UAV)
Long Term Orientation (LTO)
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Power Distance
View video clip on power distance and
Workplace DVD on Authority
Discuss in Groups:
– What kind of power distance do you prefer
and why?
– Do you envision equality in your work place?
– How is power distributed in your workplace?
– What should an immigrant to this country
expect?

Power Distance Index (PDI)

How much a culture does
or does not accept &
expect inequality in
power distribution
Critical to the workplace
as Power Distance
impacts interactions
between managerial &
other staff
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High PDI
Greater concern for hierarchy
Senior management openly demonstrate
“rank”
Employees not entrusted with important
assignments
Employees expect clear guidance from
above; communication downward,
respect upward
Class division in society is accepted

Malta Tourism Authority

Power Distance Index (PDI)
World Average 55

UK 35

GER 26

DE 35

AT 11

FR 68

RU 93

US 40
CN 80
HK 68
VN 70
Arab World 80
IN 77

BR 69
CL 63

ZA 49

SG 74

AU 36

Arab World = Egypt, Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Saudi Arabia, UAE

Source: Hofstede
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Issues of Power Distribution in the Workplace

Watch DVD with two different scenarios on
Power Distance
Which scenario should a foreigner expect to see
in this country?

Individualism vs Collectivism

Individual
UK

Australia

Group Orientation
Arab World
Germany

China

India
Singapore

USA

Source: Hofstede
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Individualism vs Collectivism
Cultures can be divided into independent or
interdependent. Explore how it is in this
country?
Discuss: How the culture is perceived will affect
the expectations in the workplace.
What is a foreigner to expect here in terms of
the place of the individual in society?

Individualism vs Collectivism
Watch Interfacet video clip on Individualism &
Collectivism
Discuss in Groups
– Are you an “I” or a “We”?
– What is your workplace, an “I” or a “We”?
– What should foreigners expect here?

Watch EU Workplace DVD on Relationships
– How relevant is this scenarios to what might happen
in this country?
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Masculinity
Masculine

Singapore
India

Feminine

Australia
Arab World
China
Germany
UK
USA

Source: Hofstede

Social Norms

Politics and Economics

Religion

High Masculine

Low Masculine
(Feminine)

ego oriented

relationship oriented

money and things are
important

quality of life and people
are important

live in order to work

work in order to live

economic growth high
priority

environment protection
high priority

conflict solved through
force

conflict solved through
negotiation

most important in life

less important in life

only men can be priests

both men and women as
priests

Malta Tourism Authority

Work

Family and School

larger gender wage
gap

smaller gender wage
gap

fewer women in
management

more women in
management

preference for
higher pay

preference for fewer
working hours

traditional family
flexible family
structure
structure
girls cry, boys don’t;
both boys and girls
boys fight, girls
cry; neither fight
don’t
failing is a disaster

failing a minor
accident

Culture and Gender
Is there is a high level of masculinity in this
your culture?
Watch video clip dealing with Hofstede’s
views on gender in cultures.
“This culture is becoming more open to
equality for women.” Do you agree?

Discuss workplace scenario on gender.
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Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI)

How much can a culture
tolerate uncertainty and
ambiguity?
i.e. in unstructured
situations

UAI reflects how much a
culture accepts laws, rules and
regulations

Malta Tourism Authority

High UAI
Less likely to take risks
Need rules, precision, & security
Need direction and clarity
Need processes
More implementation, less innovation
Low tolerance for uncertainty and
ambiguity

Low UAI
Less concern about ambiguity and
uncertainty
More tolerance for a variety of
opinions
Less rule-oriented
More readily accepts change
Takes more and greater risks
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Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI)
World Average 64

UK 35
DE 65
FR 86

RU 95

CN 30

US 46

HK 29
VN 30
Arab World 68
IN 40

BR 76
CL 86

ZA 49

SG

AU 51

Arab World = Egypt, Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Saudi Arabia, UAE

Source: Hofstede

Uncertainty Avoidance
Watch New Vision video clip on
Uncertainty Avoidance
Discuss
– How do you feel about uncertainty?
– What happens in your workplace?
– What should one expect in this country?
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Attitude to Time
How do people in this country approach time and the
future?
Time:
– View and discuss DVD Scenario of time
Do people in this country traditionally have a relaxed approach to
time?
Is punctuality normally expected for business appointments?

Future:
– Watch video clip on Time Orientation
How is orientation in your family?
Is losing face an important issue in this country?

Time Orientation
Long Term
Orientation

Short Term
Orientation

USA
Germany

China

Australia

India
Singapore

Source: Hofstede
Score for “Arab World” not available

UK
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Long Term Orientation
Long Term >> Asian Countries
– Value obligation to group/company
– Avoid losing face
– Long term gain - profit in 10 yrs

Short Term >> Western Countries
– Change jobs
– Short term gain

Differences in behaviour and thinking
(source: Hofstede)
Asian C ountries
USA
European C ountries

100
80
60
40
20
0
PDI

IDV

MAS

UAV

LTO

*Asian Countries: Average for China, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea & Taiwan
*No LTO data available for European Countries
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Review & Feedback

Geert Hofstede’s
5 Cultural Dimensions

A model to assist with differentiating
cultures:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Power Distance (PDI)
Individualism (IDV)
Masculinity (MAS)
Uncertainty Avoidance (UAV)
Long Term Orientation (LTO)
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Trompenaars’ Dimensions of Culture

Fons Trompenaars’ research among 30,000 workers in
management and administrative positions of firms in over 30
countries forms the basis of his seven cultural dimensions. He
developed these to describe the ways in which cultures may
be grouped: 1) Universalism vs Particularism, 2) Individualism
vs Collectivism, 3) Specific vs Diffuse, 4) Neutral vs Affective,
5) Achievement vs Ascription, 6) Sequential vs Synchronic,
7) Inner-Directed vs Outer-Directed. These dimensions have
been widely applied to analysis of productivity and worker
attitude. This segment seeks to demonstrate the relevance of
these cultural dimensions for the workplace.

Day 3
Trompenaars’ Dimensions of Culture
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Time

Day
3

Topic/Activity

9:30 – 10:30

Warm Up Activity

10:30 – 11:00

Review and Outline Plan for Day

11:00 – 11:15

BREAK

11:15 – 12:30

Cultural Dimensions – Session I
1) Universalism vs Particularism,
2) Individualism vs Collectivism

12:30 – 13:20

LUNCH

13:30 - 14:30

Cultural Dimensions – Session II
3) Specific vs Diffuse, 4) Neutral vs Affective

14:30 – 14:45

BREAK

14:45 – 15:30

Cultural Dimension Session III
5) Achievement vs Ascription 6) Sequential vs Synchronic
7) Inner-directed vs Outer-directed

15:30 – 16:00

Summary & Feedback on Day

Culture = Art of Problem Solving
Responses to solving problems or
resolving dilemmas
Norms
– Usual ways to solve problems
– Sense of what is right and
what is expected

Values
– Expected ways to solve
problems
– Sense of good and bad

Assumptions
– Things taken for granted
– Similar to known acronyms we
use often
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Discerning Cultural Differences

Trompenaars’ Approach to Culture:

Cultural Dimensions

Approaches to solving problems and
resolving dilemmas
1) Universalism vs Particularism
What is more important; rules or
relationships?
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Scenario
You are in a car driven by a close friend. He hits a
pedestrian. You know he was going at least 45km/hr in an
area of the city marked for 30km/hr. His lawyer says that if
you testify under oath that he was driving at 30km/hr it may
save him from very serious consequences.
What right has your friend to expect you to protect him?
– Definite right
– Some right
– No right
What would you do in view of the obligations of a sworn
witness and the obligations to your friend?
– Testify that he was driving at 30km/hr
– Not testify that he was driving at 30km/hr
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Recognising the differences
Universalist

Particularist

1. Focus on rules more than
relationships

1. Focus more on relationships
than rules

2. Legal contracts are readily
drawn up

2. Legal contracts are readily
modified

3. Trustworthy person honours
word/contract

3. Trustworthy person honours
changing realities

4. One truth and one reality =
agreement

4. Several perspectives on
reality

5. A deal is a deal

5. Relationships evolve

When Working Together
Universalist

Particularist

1. Strive for consistency and
procedures

1. Build informal networks and
create private understandings

2. Formalise ways to change
the patterns of working

2. Informal altering of
accustomed patterns of activity

3. Modify the system to impact
behaviour

3. Modify relationships with
you so you modify system

4. Public signalling of changes

4. Pull levers privately

5. Fairness = treating all like
cases in same way

5. Fairness = treating all cases
on individual special merits
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Trompenaars’ Approach to Culture:

Cultural Dimensions

Approaches to solving problems of resolving
dilemmas

2) Individualism vs Collectivism
Do you see yourself as an individual or as
part of a group?

Exploring Individualism and Communitarianism
It is said that “I” is probably the most used letter in the
English language. Why do you suppose this is so?
Individualism is a characteristic of modern society while
communitarianism reminds us more of traditional society:
True or false?
Which approach is more likely in your organisation?
– A: Everybody works together and you do not get individual credit
– B: Everybody is allowed to work individually and individual credit
is received.
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Pair and Share
Two people were discussing ways in which
individuals could improve the quality of life:
– A: One said, “It’s obvious that if individuals have as
much freedom as possible and the maximum
opportunity to develop themselves, the quality of their
life will improve as a result”.

– B: The other said: “If individuals are continuously taking
care of their fellow human beings the quality of life will
improve for everyone, even if it obstructs individual
freedom and individual development”.

Which of the above ways of reasoning do you
think is better and why?

Country

% for individual Freedom

Egypt

30

Nepal

31

Mexico

32

India

37

Japan

39

Philippines

40

Brazil

40

China

41

France

41

Singapore

42

Bahrain

44

Indonesia

44

Portugal

44

Malaysia

45

Greece

46

Ireland

50
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Country

% for individual Freedom

Italy

52

Pakistan

52

Germany

53

Venezuela

53

Norway

54

Hungary

56

Belgium

57

Poland

59

Bulgaria

59

Russia

60

Sweden

60

Country
UK

% for individual Freedom
61

Australia
Spain

63
63

Finland
Netherlands

64
65

Switzerland
Denmark

66
67

Czech Rep
USA

68
69

Canada
Nigeria

71
74

Romania
Israel
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Recognising the Differences

Individualism
1. More frequent use of the “I”
form

Communitarianism
1. More frequent use of “We ”
form

2. Decisions made on spot by
representatives

2. Decision referred back from
representatives to
organisation

3. People achieve alone and
assume personal responsibility

3. People ideally achieve
groups with joint responsibility
in

4. Vacation taken in pairs or
alone

4. Vacations usually organised
with family or extended family

Working With Individualists and Communitarians

Individualists

Communitarians

1. Try to adjust to organisations
needs

1. Seek to integrate personality
with authority within group

2. Opt for pay-for-performance
and individual assessment

2. Give attention to group morale
and cohesiveness

3. Expect high job turn over and
mobility

3. Have low job turnover and
mobility

4. Seek high performance heroes
for praise

4. Extol the whole group and avoid
showing favouritism

5. Give people freedom to take
initiative

5. Hold up superordinate goals for
all to meet
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Trompenaars’ Approach to Culture:

Cultural Dimensions

Approaches to solving problems of
resolving dilemmas
3) Neutral vs Affective
How much do you display your
emotions?

Exploring Neutral vs Affective
Cultures that are affective neutral keep feelings
controlled and subdued.
Cultures with high affectivity clearly show
feelings, e.g. laughing and grimacing.
If there is a situation at work that causes upset,
do you normally show your feelings openly?
See Workplace DVD on Conflict
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Recognising Differences
Neutrals

Affectives

1. Do not reveal what they are
thinking or feeling

1. Reveal thoughts and feelings
verbally and non-verbally

2. May accidently show tension in
face or posture

2. Transparency and
expressiveness releases emotions

3. Cool and self-possessed
conduct admired

3. Heated, animated expression
admired

4. Emotions often dammed up –
will occasionally explode

4. Emotions flow easily,
vehemently and without inhibition

5. Physical contact, gestures and
facial expression often taboo

5. Touching, gesturing and strong
facial expression common
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Trompenaars’ Approach to Culture:

Cultural Dimensions

Approaches to solving problems of resolving
dilemmas
4) Specific vs Diffuse
Are you subjective or objective when it
dealing with others?

comes to

Trompenaars’ Approach to Culture:

Cultural Dimensions

Approaches to solving problems of resolving
dilemmas
4) Specific vs Diffuse
Are you subjective or objective when it
dealing with others?

comes to
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Exploring Specific and Diffuse
In Specific-oriented cultures, roles performed in one context are not
transferred to another. For example, a boss will defer
to a
subordinate
in the bar on in a DIY job.
authority
In Diffuse - oriented cultures, life spaces and roles permeate all
encounters.
What would you do in this scenario: a boss asks a subordinate to
help him paint a house. The subordinate, who does not feel like
doing it, discusses it with a colleague:
– The colleague: “You don’t have to paint it if you don ’t feel like it. He is
your boss at work. Outside he has little authority.”
– The subordinate: “He is my boss and I can’t ignore that outside work
either.”

Country

% Individualism

% Speficic

Egypt

30

63

Nepal

31

40

Mexico

32

70

India

37

66

Japan

39

71

Philippines

40

78

Brazil

40

77

China

41

32

France

41

88

Singapore

42

58

Bahrain

44

63

Indonesia

44

58

Portugal

44

73

Malaysia

45

72

Greece

46

67

Ireland

50

84
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Recognising the Differences
Specific

Diffuse

1. Direct to point and
purposeful in relating

1. Indirectly,
seemingly aimless forms
circuitous,
of relating

2. Precise, blunt,
definitive, transparent

2. Evasive, tactful,
ambiguous, even opaque

3. Principles and
consistent moral stands
independent of person
being addressed

3. Highly situational
morality, depending on
context encountered

Working with Specific-oriented and Diffuse-oriented Persons
(See EU Workplace DVD on Relationships)

Specific

Diffuse

1. Private and business
agendas are kept separate

1. Private and business issues
interpenetrate

2. Conflicts of interests are
frowned upon

2. Consider employee’s
situation before judging

3. Clear, precise and detailed
instructions are see as
assuring better compliance

3. Ambiguous and vague
instructions allow for personal
judgement to be made
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Trompenaars’ Cultural
Dimensions

5) Achievement vs Ascription
Should one gain recognition by doing things well
or based on their status?

Exploring Ascription vs Achievement
All societies give certain individuals higher status
than others:
– Achieved status arises from doing
This is theory underlying the ethic of capitalism

– Ascribed status arises from being
Related to gender, colour of skin, family etc.

To what extent do you agree or disagree with
the statement:
– The respect a person gets in this society is highly
dependent on family background.
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Country

% Achievement

UK

% for
individual
Freedom
61

Australia

63

86

Spain

63

82

Finland

64

89

Switzerland

66

72

Denmark

67

92

Czech Rep

68

87

USA

69

87

Canada

71

87

Ireland

50

94

89

Recognising and Working with
Ascription-oriented and Achievement-oriented Persons

Ascription
1. Extensive use of title to
clarify organisational status
– respect based on seniority

2. Respect for superior in
hierarchy seen as measure of
commitment to organisations
– Pay for performance not
usually effective

3. Managers more likely than
not are males
– Decisions challenged only by
higher authority

Achievement
1. Use of titles only when
relevant

2. Respect for superior is
based on knowledge and skills
– Pay for performance usually
effective

3. Managers vary in gender
– Decisions challenged on
technical and functional
grounds
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Trompenaars’ Approach to Culture:

Cultural Dimensions

6) Sequential vs Synchronic
Do you do things one at a time or do you do
several things at the same time?

Recognising Sequential & Synchronic Approaches
Sequential

Synchronic

1. Only do one activity at a time

1. Do more than one activity at a
time

2. keeps appointments strictly;
schedule in advance and do not
run late

2. Appointments are approximate
and subject giving time to
significant others

3. Relationships re subordinated
to schedules

3. Schedules are subordinated to
relationships

4. Strong preference for following
initial plans

4. Strong preference for following
where relationships lead

5. Time is tangible and
measurable

5. Time is like a wide ribbon and is
intangible
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Trompenaars Cultural Dimensions

7) Inner-directed vs Outer-directed
Do you attempt to control your environment
or do you work within it?

Recognising and Working with
Inner-directed and Outer-directed Persons

Inner-Directed

Outer-Directed

1. Often dominating attitude
bordering on aggressiveness

1. Often flexible attitude, willing to
compromise

2. Conflict and resistance
evidences conviction

2. Harmonious and responsive to
situation

3. Focus is on self, function,
own group, own organisation
4. Discomfort when
environment seems out of
control

3. Focus on the other, customer,
partner, colleague
4. Not discomforted by shifts and
changes
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Day 3
Time

Topic/Activity

9.30 – 10:30

Warm Up Activity

10:30 – 11:00

Review & Outline Plan for Day

11:00 – 11:15

BREAK

11:15 – 12:30

Cultural Dimensions – Session I
1) Universalism vs Particularism
2) Individualism vs Collectivism

12:30 – 13:20

LUNCH

13:30 - 14:30

Cultural Dimensions – Session II
3) Specific vs Diffuse
4) Neutral vs Affective

14:30 – 14:45

BREAK

14:45 – 15:30

Cultural Dimension Session III
5) Achievement vs Ascription 6) Sequential vs Synchronic
Inner-directed vs Outer-directed

15:30 – 16:00

Summary & Feedback
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6.4

Culture and Perception

The way we perceive the world relates to the way we have
been socialised. Therefore we all have prejudices that
is, say, pre-judgements, derived from our own culture,
which influence what we see and how we see things in
another culture. However, it is possible, through effort and
intentionality, to adjust our perceptions. The willingness
to adjust one’s perception indicates the readiness to avoid
stereotyping, which is a threat to cultural understanding. In
this segment we illustrate the limits of our perceptions and
the danger of being unaware of our prejudices.

Day 4
Culture, Perception,
Communication
and Decision-Making
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Time

Topic/Activity

9.30 – 10:00

Thinking Outside the Box – A DITLOID activity

10:00 – 11:00

The Path to Cultural Competence

11:00 – 11:15

BREAK

11:15 – 12:30

Perception, Prejudice and People

12:30 – 13:15

LUNCH

13:15 - 14:15

Communication, Culture and Decision-Making

14:15 – 14:30

BREAK

14:30 – 15:30

Review & Feedback

Cultural Competence
Paul Pedersen (1988)
CULTURAL COMPETENCE

ATTITUDE

AWARENESS

KNOWLEDGE

SKILLS

The willingness and ability to make appropriate adjustments to people of other cultures
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PATH TO CULTURAL
COMPETENCY
Competence
Pre-competence
Accommodation

Awareness
Ethnocentricity

STAGE 1: ETHNO ENTRICITY
Mindless Adherence
The Blindfolded Stage:

Blindness to others

– Mindless adherence to
one’s own cultural rules
and
– norms
Lack of interest in others
– Lack of appreciation for
cultural differences and
uniqueness
– Committed to the onesize-fits-all approach
– Consider differences
inconsequential or silly
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STAGE 2: AWARENESS
Curiosit
y

– New-found sense of
mindfulness
– Awareness of cultural
mosaic
– A genuine interest in
learning about the
differences
– Search for simple rules
to guide behaviour

STAGE 3: ACCOMMODATION
Attempts To Make Adjustments
– Sees one’s own
cultural norms as
relative
– Awareness of the
need for culturally
appropriate
behaviour
– Feelings of
awkwardness
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STAGE 4: PRE- COMPETENCE
Willingly Make Adjustments
– Willing adjustment to
different situations
– Developed
repertoire
of behaviour skills
– Demonstrates comfort
in relating to other
cultures
– Appears to be at
home in any
cultural
situation

STAGE 5: COMPETENCE
In Step with nuances
– Attuned to the
nuances of
intercultural
interactions
– Ease in adjusting
behaviour to facilitate
intercultural
communication
– Developed intuition of
what behaviour is
appropriate at a point
in time
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Perception and Prejudice

The aim of this segment is to show that we must develop
care and caution in the way we look at situations It is not
only that things may seem to be different, or that we may
not see everything, but also that the same incident, object or
individual can be percieved differently by different people. The
good thing, though, is that we can still see another person’s
point of viewThis is what cultural sensitivity is all about.

Perception & Prejudice
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What do you see?
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LESSONS IN PERCEPTION
Discussion Points
We all have prejudices
Perception is culturally determined
There are many ways to look at a
situation
My perspective is one of several
It is possible to see another’s
perspective

We All Wear Cultural Lenses

We don’t see things as they
are…we see things as we
are.” – Anaïs Nin
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Perception and People

This Thing Called “Race”
What is race?
To what race do
you belong?
DVD on Race
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THE MEANING OF RACISM

The belief that visible
features in a person,
for example colour,
implies superior or
inferior capacities,
qualities and values in
the individual.
Martin Luther King Jr:
Confronted racism in USA

GROUND FOR RACISM
– The belief that
some people
are of a lesser
quality than
others.
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GROUND FOR RACISM
PREJUDICE =
decision based
on fear that
others will
negatively
affect our
lifestye and
comfort

GROUND FOR RACISM
Position of
power to put
prejudice or
belief into
practice.
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RACIAL ARITHMETIC

B+P+P = Racism
Belief + Prejudice + Power = Racism

Why Report a racist Incident?
I do not support
racism
It is against the law
It is unjust and unfair
It is unwise
It is uncivilized
It is senseless
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PRACTICAL STEPS
Set example for
others
Create secure
atmosphere
Monitor
developments

SUPPORTING THE VICTIMS
Vulnerable Groups

Minorities
Migrant
workers
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Culture and Communication

Communication is one of the most basic cultural acts because
as in the process of sharing information, there is also the
communication of meaning. Therefore communication is
only possible between intelligent beings who share a system
of meaning. The development of text messages is a good
example of this. The phenomenon has allowed people
to innovate by constructing abbreviations that connote
something in particular within a group of people. When these
abbreviations are taken outside their contexts or system
of shared meanings they make no sense at all. This is the
challenge of communicating across cultures; it is to enter into
the meaning system of the individual of a different culture.
Intercultural training can help us develop the skills that
enable us to participate in a different culture in an appropriate
and sensible way. Developing the skills of cross-culture
communication is about learning to take part in the meaning
system of another culture. This segment gives insights about
how to solve and manage cultural conflicts, which are often
conflicts of communication or conflicts of systems of meaning.

Culture, Communication and
Decision-Making
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Culture & Communication

Hofstede’s PDI = extent to which
differentials of power are expected
and tolerated
– Critical to the workplace as
Power Distance impacts
interactions between manager &
employees

Trompenaars’ Neutral vs Affective
Styles
– Cultures that are affective neutral
keep feels controlled and subdued
– Cultures with high affectivity show
feelings clearly, for example by
laughing, grimacing
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Appearance
View scenario dealing with
appearance, e.g. EU
Workplace DVD

Group Discussion
What do you think of the approach of
the manager?
What do you think of the position of
the junior staff?
What intercultural communication
skills were missing in this scenario?
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High PDI
Greater concern for hierarchy
Senior management openly demonstrate
“rank”
Employees not entrusted with important
assignments
Employees expect clear guidance from
above; communication downward,
respect upward
Class division in society is accepted
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Communicating with Neutrals and Affectives
Neutrals

Affectives

Interpret warm
expressive,
enthusiastic
communication as lack
of control of feelings

Interpret cool, neutral
modes of
communication as
negative and sign of
disdain

Pick up on small cues
for pleasure or anger
and weight them highly

High toleration for
emotional
expressions

Culture & Communication Style

Direct

Indirect
Vietnam

Australia

USA

China

India
Malaysia
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Communication & Cultural Context

Low Context
German Swiss

High Context
Australia

USA

India

Japan

China

Source: Edward Hall
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Country

% Individualism

% Speficic

Egypt

30

63

Nepal

31

40

Mexico

32

70

India

37

66

Japan

39

71

Philippines

40

78

Brazil

40

77

China

41

32

France

41

88

Singapore

42

58

Bahrain

44

63

Indonesia

44

58

Portugal

44

73

Malaysia

45

72

Greece

46

67

Ireland

50

84

Programme Review
Day
Day 1

Content
Culture & Cultural Norms
Culture & Cultural Behaviour

Day 2

Hofstede’s Dimensions of Culture

Day 3

Trompenaar’s Dimensions of Culture

Day 4

Culture, Perception and Prejudice
Culture Communication and Decision-making
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6.7

Training Evaluation

An evaluation exercise is a useful way to verify what
participants have learnt in the training event and what things
have worked well. Before getting a written feedback, it might
help to get a verbal feedback, which will help the individuals
to focus on their critical learning. The outline given below is
designed to generate a written feedback, which can provide
insights into what has worked well and what has not been
helpful. The training can be re-designed with the help of
these outcomes.

Training Evaluation
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Evaluation
On a scale of 1 = not achieved, to 6 = definitely achieved, rate the courseday in the following terms
Rating

1

2

3

4

5

6

Comments

Achievement of Learning
Outcomes
Adding value to your
knowledge & skills
Relevance of training for
your work
Facilitator Skills
Usefulness of the content

Evaluation
What did you find most valuable in the
course-day?

What did you find least valuable in the courseday?

List 3 things you will take away from the day
as important learning or reminders
(1)
(2)
(3)
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Evaluation
What else would you like to have
covered in the course day?

What issues relevant for future
organisation policy arose in
the course day?

What ways areas of the course-day could be improved and how?
Area

Improvement

Optional Project
Aim
To give learners the opportunity to apply
knowledge to a workplace situation
Objectives
– Demonstrate understanding of cultural
dimensions
– Apply cultural knowledge to situation in the
workplace or industry
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Sample Project Topics
Cultural Norms in this country
Cultural Practices among a migrant
group
Illustrating Stereotyping of Cultures
An example of cultural accommodation
Illustrating cultural blindness
Cultural preferences of clients

Unit 7

Additional Resources
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Unit 7: Additional Resources
7.1

HiltonHotels Corporation CEO Statement on Diversity

Our Diversity Initiatives at Hilton Hotels Corporation are
designed to produce quantifiable and qualitative results which
go beyond simply establishing and maintaining a diverse
workforce. We have incorporated diversity principles into all
aspects of our business operations: employment, training
and mentoring, purchasing, franchising/hotel ownership,
advertising, marketing, community support and management
performance measurements.
While successful diversity programming can result in receiving
awards, plaques and trophies (which look nice on our walls), at
Hilton we’re concerned with much more than an accumulation
of hardware. Our achievements in diversity programming, and
the priority we place on it, go to the very heart, soul and spirit
of our organisation...who we are, and what we stand for.
Yes, we welcome and appreciate acknowledgements of
our diversity accomplishments; and we’ll find room for
more plaques and trophies recognising our good work.
But far beyond the pride that goes with such recognition is
our commitment to the belief that our Diversity Initiatives
enhance our competitiveness and strengthen the business
value of our corporation; for those reasons, we take pride in
the fact that, at Hilton Hotels Corporation... Diversity Works.
Stephen F. Bollenbach
President & CEO
Hilton Hotels Corporation
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7.2

Fannie Mae Corporate Philosophy in Diversity

Fannie Mae is a government sponsored enterprise chartered
by Congress of the USA to keep money flowing to mortgage
lenders, to help strengthen the U.S. housing and mortgage
markets, and to support affordable homeownership.

Our Commitment
Fannie Mae is committed to diversity and inclusion within
our people, our culture, and our business. We strive to create
an environment where employees – our greatest resource
– can fully engage and contribute their diverse ideas and
perspectives toward innovative solutions that meet company
goals and create value for the housing market.

Our People
We work to attract diverse talent, understanding that each
employee brings unique and valuable skills, perspectives and
experiences to Fannie Mae. We also work to help all of our
employees to develop in ways that give each individual the
opportunity to succeed, contribute to the company and serve
the needs of our customers, partners and communities.
To provide employees with the tools and resources they need
to assume critical leadership roles and drive our company’s
success, we:
t Offer career development opportunities that are uniquely
relevant to our diverse workplace;
t Align the company’s talent development, talent review and
career development strategies and programmes to expand
career opportunities for all employees;
t Increase the recruitment of top talent through expanded
diverse partnerships, diverse event focus and participation
and other recruiting strategies; and
t Design and implement customised diversity and inclusion
education and learning opportunities to ensure that our
people have the information they need to succeed.
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Our Culture
Our culture – how we do our job – enables us to succeed. We
value diversity and inclusion as key components in building
and sustaining a high-performing culture that provides
creative strategies and solutions to meet complex business
challenges.
We encourage these strategies and solutions by respecting
and engaging every employee, and by:
t Offering tools and resources, such as diversity learning, to
develop people managers as more effective leaders;
t Ensuring that benefits, learning opportunities and other
company-sponsored initiatives incorporate and meet the
needs of a diverse employee base; and
t Leveraging employee engagement and outreach through
ten Employee Resource Groups that support our mission and
commitment to families and communities.

Our Business
Ensuring diversity and inclusion across our business has never
been more important. Through a variety of strategic initiatives,
we work with lenders and other partners to respond to the
housing needs of homebuyers, renters and families at risk of
foreclosure who seek sustainable home retention options. We
also focus on activities that support multicultural communities
and help our company achieve its Housing and Economic
Recovery Act (HERA) outreach goals.
To meet these objectives, we:
t Devise outreach strategies that leverage the role of
community-based nonprofits who are trusted advisors
in multicultural communities;
t Help expand access to home-buyer education for families
who want to own their homes, and equip those at risk of
foreclosure with information on sustainable home retention
options; and
t Serve as a resource to our lenders on diversity best practices
and minority recruitment strategies.
http://www.fanniemae.com/portal/about-us/companyoverview/diversity-inclusion.html [accessed 31.12.2012]
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Xerox Diversity Statement

Xerox promotes a workplace culture of dignity, respect and
openness to diversity which is reflected in the actions and
behaviour of all employees.
Xerox is committed to equal opportunity of employment and
all employment decisions are based on merit, qualifications,
and abilities. Employment related decisions are not influenced
or affected by an employee’s race, colour, nationality,
religion, sex, marital status, family status, sexual orientation,
disability, age or membership of the travelling community.
The company fully endorses a working environment free from
discrimination, harassment and sexual harassment.
Xerox values the contribution of all employees and requires
every employee to refrain from any type of behaviour which
may be interpreted as bullying, discrimination, harassment
and sexual harassment.
Xerox strives for recruitment, employment, training and
promotion practices and policies that are free of barriers, both
systemic and deliberate, that directly or indirectly discriminate
against people.
Xerox assures its employees that any concerns or reports
made (under this policy) will be treated confidentially and
without fear of reprisal.
Xavier Heiss,
Director and General Manager
Xerox Ireland Operations

http://www.xerox.com/jobs/diversity/enie.html.
[accessed January 1, 2013]
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Sample Self Assessment Tool

With the help of the Diversity Audit your company may assess its diversity preparedness and the application of Diversity
Management. Strict confidentiality has to be kept regarding the results of each individual interview. The steering committee
should look for patterns of responses which serve as a basis for larger patterns. Normally it is enough to interview a sample of
about 5% - 10% of people of a unit to gain a good understanding of the whole company’s functioning. It is best to get external
help to conduct such an Audit.
Interviewer
Date:
Respondent’s:
a) Age:
b) Length of time with company:
c) Gender: female / male
d) Ethnic background
e) Present position: supervisory / non supervisory

Respondent

Diversity Audit – a Self Assessment Tool for Companies

Vision
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Please describe your organisation and its major challenges.
What vision is your company following?
What is your idea about the existing strategy of your company today?
If you were the boss of your company what would your decisions concerning a successful future be?
In general, what do you think about your company’s future?

Customers
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

What kind of customers is your company serving today?
If we asked your customers, how would they describe doing business with your company?
What do you guess your competitors are telling your customers in order to make them change and leave your company?
Imagine ten years from now – who will your customers be? What will they
be like? How will their needs have changed?
How well do you feel prepared to serve future customers?

Culture and Identity
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.

What attracted you to work for this company?
What has encouraged you to stay?
What one thing would make you leave voluntarily?
What are you particularly proud of?
What have the most important sources of fulfilment of your expectations been?
What have the major factors in your unmet expectations been?
Describe your company in the following way: It is like …..
Describe any factors which limit your ability to contribute….
How does one gain reputation in your company?
What behaviour and individual attributes are not appreciated in your company?
What happens to new ideas, suggestions and innovations in your company?
What does diversity mean to you, personally?
Do you consider diversity in organisations more as a disruption or more as potential?
Which role plays diversity in your company today?
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Cooperation/Team Work
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

How do you judge the cooperation with your management team?
Please describe how decisions are taken in your company.
How well informed do you feel about what is going on in the company?
How satisfied are you with the cooperation and trust within your team / department?
How satisfied are you with the cooperation between your own and other departments?
Where are the major areas for improvement in your company?
What do you see as a typical conflict in the business life of your company and how does your company deal with it?
Are there formal feedback processes established in your company?
Please describe important informal communication networks in your company.
How is the communication style in your company: Formal – spontaneous – personal – trustful - … What describes your
company’s communication style best?

Leadership
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

How would you describe the typical leadership style in your company?
And yours? (if supervisor)
What are the unwritten rules you are expected to follow as a leader in your company?
What characteristics are sought in the identification of potential executives and managers?
Please characterise a person who is making a career in your company.
How do your company’s leaders usually deal with different or even controversial attitudes, opinion, suggestions,
competencies or backgrounds?
What do you take care of when constituting a new team?
How important do you consider diversity in your team?
Do you get regular feedback from your superior?
How much is the established form of feedback helpful for you?

Human Resource Development
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

In your company, how do you make sure to attract and recruit top performers?
What do you see as major recruiting and/or retention challenges in the future?
How will your company assure your success in the future “war for talents”?
What are the main selection criteria in your assessment centre?
How would you rank the importance of diversity and Diversity Management within Human Resources in your company?
What does diversity mean for HR? Ethical duty? Legal need? Potential business benefit?
What do you see as main challenges regarding diversity in the leadership team and workforce of your company?
What kind of management tools are currently in use to implement diversity?
Is there a Performance Measurement System established?
Do you feel evaluated in a fair way?
What is the way your company promotes High-Potentials? Are women, people with minority background, other nationalities
etc. sufficiently covered?
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Glossary of Key Terms

This glossary includes the key terms used in this Manual. The
terms are defined in accordance with standard usages as they
appear in dictionaries and are also explained or discussed
as appropriate. Many of the expanded definitions are those
provided by specialist agencies such as the Human Rights
and Equal Opportunity Commission. Other definitions and
discussions are derived from the range of literature concerning
the terms.

Culture
The term ‘culture’ has several definitions, from the biological
to the artistic. Sociological or anthropological definitions
describes culture as “the sum total of ways of living built
up by a group of human beings, which is transmitted from
one generation to the next” (Macquarie Dictionary). It is also
defined as a group’s shared system of beliefs, values and
rules of conduct. Culture is an abstract concept. Culture is
constantly changing and includes diverse sub-cultures.

Cultural Competence
‘Cultural Competence’ is simply defined as the awareness,
knowledge, skills, practices and processes needed to function
effectively and appropriately in culturally diverse situations
in general and in particular interactions with people from
different cultures.

Culture Shock
“Culture Shock” is the psychological disorientation most
people experience when they have extended contact with a
different culture to their own. The reason this disorientation
can have such a profound effect on people is that many of
the cultural differences we experience threaten, or appear to
threaten, our sense of meaning in life.

Discriminate/Discrimination
To discriminate is defined as “to make a distinction, as in favour
or against a person or thing; to note or observe a difference; to
differentiate; to distinguish accurately” (Macquarie Dictionary).

Discrimination, Types of
Direct Discrimination: Treating someone in an unfair or
unequal way because of attributes such as sex, colour,
ethnicity, age or sexual preference. Direct racial discrimination
happens when someone is treated less fairly because of his or
her race, colour, descent, national origin or ethnic origin.
Indirect Discrimination: A rule or requirement that is the
same for everyone but which has the effect or result of
disadvantaging a group sharing the same attributes.
Indirect racial discrimination happens when there is an unfair
effect on more people of a particular race, colour, descent, or
national or ethnic origin than on others.
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Unlike direct discrimination, indirect discrimination may be
justified if the policy or rule is reasonable and relevant to the
particular circumstances.
Institutionalised Discrimination: Covert or hidden
discrimination against particular groups (often unconscious)
built into the seemingly neutral practices and policies of an
institution or organisation.

Diversity
In the context of managing employees and serving customers,
the term ‘diversity’ means all of the significant differences
between people that need to be considered in particular
situations and circumstances.

Diversity Management
“Diversity Management” is the ongoing process of
incorporating the recognition of workforce and customer
differences into all core business management functions,
communications, processes and services to create a fair,
harmonious, inclusive, creative and effective organisation.

Ethnic
Ethnic, an adjective:
t Pertaining to, or peculiar to a population, especially to a
speech group, loosely also to a race
t Referring to the origin, classification, characteristics etc of
such groups.
t Recognisable as coming from an identifiable culture.
(Macquarie Dictionary).

Ethnicity
A noun describing a sense of belonging to and sharing
the characteristics of a population including similarities
of territory, place of origin, language, dialect, physical
characteristics, religion and customs.

Generalising
To generalise is “to give a general (rather than specific)
character to; to infer (a general principle) from facts”
(Macquarie Dictionary). Generalising is the grouping of
elements to form logical categories to make sense of a
complex world. We say, “In general, most people from this
country, culture, community or organisation behave in certain
ways.”

Knowledge Management
“Knowledge Management” is the range of practices involved
in identifying, creating, continuously expanding, improving
and sharing the knowledge, experiences and insights of
members of the organisation. The learning organisation or
knowledge organisation is one which finds the most efficient
ways of sharing knowledge among workers to build its
knowledge as a strategic capability.
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Prejudice
Prejudice is defined as “an unfavourable opinion or feeling
formed beforehand or without knowledge, thought or
reason; any preconceived opinion or feeling, favourable or
unfavourable; disadvantage resulting from some judgement
or action of another” (Macquarie Dictionary).

Race
Most dictionaries define ‘race’ as “a group of people of
common ancestry with distinguishing physical features, such
as skin colour or build”, and also as “human beings collectively;
the human race.” (Collins Essential English Dictionary 2006)
or as “a category of humankind that shares certain distinctive
physical traits” (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2007). In these
definitions, race is a categorisation of people based only
on the way they look. The term ‘race’ is no longer used by
anthropologists or other social scientists, as the concept is
deemed to be a social and political construct with little or no
basis in scientific fact. All human groups belong to the species
Homo Sapiens and share 99.9% of genetic material.

Racism
t A belief that race is the primary determinant of human traits
and capacities and that racial difference produces an inherent
superiority in a particular group of people. (Merriam-Webster
Dictionary, 2007)
t The belief that there are human races, which have distinctive
characteristics that determine their respective cultures,
usually involves the idea that one’s own race is superior and
has the right to rule or dominate others. Offensive, aggressive
or discriminatory behaviour to members of other perceived
races stem from such a belief.

Stereotyping
A stereotype is “a set form; convention; a standardised idea
or concept” (Macquarie Dictionary). Stereotyping is the
application of categorisations of general observation to whole
groups of people, ignoring individual differences. We say, “All
people from this country, culture, community or organisation
behave in certain ways.”
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Further Reading

Manuals Consulted
t 2009 Diversity Best Practice Guides, National Association of Legal
Career Professionals, 2009.
t Europe at Work: Managing Diversity in the European Workplace,
EIW Partnership, 2007.
t Managing Cultural Diversity: Training Programme Resource
Manual, Australian Multicultural Foundation.
t Training Manual for Diversity Management, Europe Year of
Equality for All, 2007.
t The Citizens of the Globe: Race and Cultural Diversity Resource
Manual. University of Western Australia, 2006.
t Jonathon Day and Susan Gorden, eds., Diversity in Tourism
and Hospitality, Purdue Tourism and Hospitality Research
Centre, 2011.
Books Consulted
t Albrecht, Maryann, U., Managing Diversity in the Workplace.
UK; Blackwell, 2009
t Bennett, and M. J. Bennett (Eds.), Handbook of intercultural
training (3rd ed., pp. 147–165). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
t Brief, Arthur, Diversity at Work. UK: Cambridge University Press,
2008.
t Brinkmann, U., and van der Zee, K. (1999). Benchmarking
intercultural training: Is experience its biggest competitor?
Language and Intercultural Training, 17, 9–11.
t Cushner, Kenneth and Brislin, Richard, Intercultral Interactions:
A Practical Guide, 2nd Ed. London, Sage Publications, 1996.
t Day, Jonathan and Gorden, Susan, eds., Diversity in Tourism
and Hospitality, Purdue Tourism and Hospitality Research
Centre, 2011.
t Dobbin, Frank, Inventing Equal Opportunity. Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 2009.
t Dresser, Norine, Multicultural Manners: New Etiquette for a
Changing Society. ..
t Gatrell, Caroline and Swan, Elaine, Gender and Diversity
Management. London, UK: Sage, 2008.
t Golembiewski, Robert, Managing Diversity in Organisations.
USA: University of Alabama Press, 1995.
t Hammer, M. R. (1999). Cross-cultural training: The research
connection. In S. M. Fowler and M. G. Mumford (Eds.), The
intercultural sourcebook (Vol. 2, pp. 1–18). Yarmouth, ME:
Intercultural Press.
t Kossek, Ellen, E., and Lobel, Sharon A., Managing Diversity:
Human Resourse Strategies. Uk: Blackwell, 1996.
t French, Ray, Cross-Cultural Management. London, UK: CIPD,
2007.
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t Fullerton, Johanna and Kandola Rajvinder, Managing
Diversity in Ireland: Implementing the diversity Act 1988. Dublin,
Oak Tress, 1999.
t Thomas, David and Inkson, Kerr, Cultural Intelligence: People
Skills for Global Business. San Francisco, BK Inc, 2003.
t Kelly, B. (1994). Foundations of a new developmental model for
intercultural sensitivity training. Sanno Tanki Daigaku Kiyo, 27,
1–13.
t O’mara, Julie and Richter, Alan Global Diversity and Inclusion
Benchmarks: Standards for Organisations. 2011.
t Osborn, N. (2001). Diagnosing and developing cross-cultural
expertise in global leaders. Retrieved December 6, 2004, from
www.team-inc.net/Docs/Crossculturalexpertise.doc
t Peterson, Brooks, Cultural Intelligence: A Guide for working with
People of Other Cultures. London, Intercultural Press, 2004.
t Peterson, Mark, F., and Sondergaard, Michael, Foundations
of Cross Cultural Management, Vol 3. London and New Deli:
Sage, 2008.
t Tayeb, Monir, H., The Management of a Multicultural Workforce.
UK: J Wliey U and Sons, 1996.
t Trompenaars, Fons and Hampden-Turner, Riding the Waves of
Culture: Understanding Diversity in Business. London, Nicholas
Brealey Publishing, 2007.
t Trompenaars, Fons and Woolliams, Peter, Business Across
Cultures. Chichester, UK, Capstone Publishing, 2003.
t Tuller, Davin, Reporting Diversity Manual. Uk: Media Diversity
Institute, 2002.
Other Relevant Resources
t Adams, Maurianne, et al, eds., Readings for Diversity and Social
Justice, 3rd Edition. London, Routeledge, 2013.
t Edward E. Hubbard, The Manager’s Pocket Guide to Diversity
Management (Manager’s Pocket Guide Series). USA, HRD
Press, 2004.
t Gardenswartz, Lee and Rowe, Anita, Managing Diversity: A
Complete Desk Reference and Planning. New York and San
Francisco, Magraw-Hill, 1993.
t Michaels, Walter Benn The Trouble with Diversity: How We
Learned to Love Identity and Ignore Inequality. October 2006.
t Page, Scott E. The Difference: How the Power of Diversity
Creates Better Groups, Firms, Schools, and Societies. Princeton
University Press, 2007.
t Rowntree, Lester and Lewis, Martin et al, eds., Diversity Amid
Globalization: World Regions, Environment, Development (5th
Edition). Pearson, 2011.
t Thomas Jr., R. Roosevelt, Building on the Promise of Diversity:
How We Can Move to the Next Level in Our Workplaces, Our
Communities, and Our Society. American Management
Association, 2005
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